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Find the mistake
1. The launch will be at 7.50 the next evening.
2. A rocket is lunched when it is sent up from the ground into the sky.
3. Air conditioning is a device used for keeping the air in a building or vehicle cool.
4. All countries must work hard to reduce local warming.
5. Astronauts go space walks on the moon.
6. Gravity is the force that makes objects fell to the ground.
7. Currently, the coast of a holiday is very high.
8. If the boiler is faulty, it may be lacking dangerous gas.
9.  Our main objective is to prove the educational standards.
10. Space explore can help us invest our money.
11.  The astronauts went on a two-hour space walk to place a broken fuel pump.
12. The distant between Cairo and Alex is 225 km.
13.  The launch of the space shuttle was delayed for 24 hours because  bad weather.
14. There was a concert to mark the 10th  university  of liberation.
15. This hotel is in a good location overlook the Nile.
16. We took an alternate  route to the hotel.
17. The most people want to do something, the cheaper it will become.
18. It depends on what  serious the problems are.
19. Good luck in your mission!
20. After the storm, they had to compare the roof.
21. Two sparks in the wheel of my bicycle were broken.
22. Scientists are testing the new drug to find out if it has any outside effects.
23. July  2009 was the fortieth memorial of man first walking on the moon.
24. Concurrently, the cost of a space holiday is very high.
25. In space, you can have fun with weighty football and gymnastics.
26. At the moment, the main advantage of a space holiday is its cost. It is very expensive.
27. In the next ten years, people will be queuing to lock their holidays in space.
28. The space station will be ordering the Earth at a height of 320 km.
29. Space tourists can make weightless sports in space.
30. July 1969 was when people first laundered on the moon.
31. The feeling of looking down on the Earth from space is described as logical.
32. Would you like being an astronaut?
33. I'm looking forward to travel to space.
34. My father helped me doing the homework.
35. We really need to spend more money in education.
36. His mansion in life is to help the poor.
37. Activity is the force that makes things fall to the ground.
38. July 2000 was the 50th anniversary of the first man to walk on the moon.
39. People will  fly in rocket to  space stations.
40. The space station itself will be alike giant spinning wheel with spokes .
41.  Astronauts often suffer from horrible aside effects.
42. Everyone have to do their best to help Egypt.
43.  One of the funny  thing about going into space is that you become weightless.
44. Holidays in space are very cheap.
45. Astrologers are well trained to do space walks.
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46. The doctors searched the patient carefully before giving him the medicine.
47.  She asked me to keep it a popular and not to tell anyone.
48.  The lunch of Nile Sat was a great step for Egypt.
49. Some drivers have a sat-nav discipline in their cars
50. Astronauts float in their space ships because of earthly gravity.
51. Gratitude makes objects fall to the ground.
52. The moon has less gravity  than the Earth, so you could jump more higher there.
53. Some of the spears of the wheel are broken.
54. Some kinds of medicines which have side defects are bad for health.
55. I hope to make space walks one day.
56. Currently means at the previous time.
57.  My parents celebrated their 15th wedding ceremony.
58. A lot of people are rowing to book their tickets.
59. He makes gymnastics regularly to keep fit.
60. Orbit means to turn round and round very quickly.
61. Dina started saves to buy a present for her friend on her birthday.
62. Astronauts landed on the moon to make some repairs on the equipment.
63. The gas lake was the cause of the explosion.
64.  I expect he  get the job in a matter of days.
65.  I hope you  visit me in my home one day.
66.  I  possibly come but I may not get back in time.
67.  I’ve spoken to Eman. We  will meet next Friday.
68. My brother is 11 years old next week.
69. I 'm dismissing you if you don’t study hard.
70. The match  will end at 4.30 this afternoon.
71.  I think he will crash. He is driving in a crazy way.
72. The shirt is fashionable; I 'm going to buy it soon.
73. As soon as he met his friend, he will go to the theatre.
74. There’s a TV programme about wildlife. I think it is going to be good.
75. There are black clouds in the sky. I think it will rain.
76. We will go London next June. We got the visa.
77. We are going to go the Red Sea this summer. I’ve already bought tickets.
78. She  buys a new computer next week. She has already intended.
79.  I’ll make the dinner when I got home.
80. The sports centre  will open from 12 to 9 p.m every day.
81. George’s family will take him out tomorrow to celebrate his new job.
82. My father was sent for a trade session to Australia.
83. She works like a nurse in Heliopolis Hospital.
84.  My uncle was one of the champions of 1973 War. He got a medal.
85. Sherlock Holmes was a fiction detective invented by Sir Arthur Conan.
86. Nobody has the right to rob things from other people.
87. My brother is a well-education man. He has studied in different fields of science.
88. A debate is a tidied  discussion on an important subject.
89. Coronation is a ceremony on which somebody officially becomes a king or queen.
90. He is a member of the Parliament. He is a politic.
91. Rudolf Elphberg was napped by his younger brother Michael.
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92.  The World Cup takes part every four years.
93. A lawyer speaks about  people in the court.
94. A debit  is an organised discussion on an important subject.
95. I have always liked read adventure stories.
96. The meeting was well-organise and exciting.
97. Hany bought  iron in the sale at the electrical store.
98. This pair of trousers are too big for me.
99. I’m going to have my hairs cut tomorrow.
100. A lot of experience are needed to do this job.
101.  Fifteen kilometres is along way to run.
102. Have you got many more information to tell?
103. I think that he has got too much responsibilities
104.  Not a lot  readers understand what they read.
105.  There’re many good school in the area.
106.  The couple was married later that year.
107.  My five-year-old sister will start a school in September.
108. The police is going to get new uniforms.
109. Gymnastics refresh me more than playing tennis.
110. I haven’t many patience with this sort of thing, but Sawsan has.
111. Lots of people wants to spend their summer at the beach.
112. Politics were his favourite subject in university.
113. The good news are that Fatema had twin baby girls.
114. We have some cake, but we don’t have much coffees.
115. Were their any problems with the mission?
116. Your face looks familiar. Haven’t I seen you where before?
117. An atomic is the smallest part that a substance can be divided into.
118. Energy from the sun can be generate and stored.
119. Geothermal energy is the energy from water in the earth.
120.  Hydroelectric power uses sun to generate electricity.
121. I usually turn on the lights when I go to bed.
122. I’m making a survey into the causes of pollution.
123. It talks five hours to go to Assuit by car.
124. Renewable energy will lost forever.
125.  Recycling is another way to safe energy.
126. Siwa Oases is full of springs.
127. The job of the heart is to pump blood around the body.
128. The meeting of the board lasted for three ours.
129.  The wind is used to generating  electricity.
130.  There are two forms of energy; renewable and unrenewable.
131. Water is used to produce hydroelectric power.
132.  We had to go to a filling  station as we ran out off petrol.
133. We have to deduce the use of electricity and water.
134. We should stop waisting our time.
135.  “thermal” in geothermal means theatre  .
136. The most people use non renewable sources of energy, the faster they are used up.
137. I rare go to bed late.
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138. Water boil at 100°C.
139. In many countries, the wind is using to generate electricity.
140. Holes are drill into the earth to find hot water.
141. In some cities, rubbish is burnt to produce electricity.
142. Mother  always is after me to do my homework.
143. When you arrives at the airport, I will wait for you.
144. He will never see this film until he have finish the final exams.
145. Smooth cars will solve all the technical problems.
146. Drivers mustn’t exceed the speed borders.
147. He died in the age of 85.
148. I went to the garage to have my car mend.
149. In case of emergency connect  me at once.
150. Information has become avail on the internet.
151. Jules Verne was called the father of science fictional .
152. Something went wrongly  with my car.
153. The price of the room is ten dollars consist  breakfast.
154. This shirt is small, I want other one.
155. This sign refers at the library.
156. Three soldiers  captured in the battle.
157. Tyres are made of rub.
158. Wind forms are used to generate electricity.
159.  Many things can go wrong in a car engine.
160. Getting up at 7 a.m every day is my regular routine.
161. He revoted his life to helping the poor and  disabled people.
162. He is very knowledge about the German literature.
163. His teaching career ended when he retired.
164. I asked the mechanic to chick my car.
165.  It is a habit to eat salted fish on Sham El-Naseem.
166.  Magdi Yacoub was one of the first heart transplant pioneer.
167.  My sister loves clothes and buys very fashion dresses.
168. There was a horrible accident, at last 50 people were killed.
169. We’re going to enter an athletic competition.
170. Yehia Haqqi was thought like the father of the modern short story.
171. By the time Noha was ten months old, she  learned to crawl.
172.  I was doing my homework while my brother was watch TV.
173.  At 7 o’clock yesterday evening, I  watch TV.
174. He didn’t cut the material until he had take the measurements.
175. By the time I arrive work, the boss had started the meeting.
176.  He has worked in a hotel sense 1990.
177.  Many years ago, I use to enjoy playing on the beach.
178.  Having playing the match, he returned home.
179. Before Adel played the semi final, he  trained hard.
180. He had found a space before parked his car.
181. I finish my work a short time ago.
182.  Eman had an accident as she  crossing the street.
183.  Ahmed Zewail finish his studies in the US in 1974.
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184. No sooner  they played the match than they took the plane home.
185.  When we went to the stadium, the match has already started.
186. Our block of flats  build ten years ago.
187. She has been playing the piano at the age of six and she still plays every day.
188. Soha, whose now in university, has written poetry since primary school.
189. A transporter  is an equipment that sends radio signals.
190. A suspected is a person you think may have done a crime.
191. Ashamed means nervous and embarrassed about talking to other people.
192. Archaeology is the study of the buried remains of modern times.
193. He committed a number of creams  in the area.
194. You need more affective communication within the organization.
195. He is very shyness about singing in public.
196. He put a micetrap in the kitchen to catch mice.
197. He used a false identify  to escape from the police.
198. He was set free because he improved to be innocent.
199. How did the man prove his innocent ?
200. I don’t know what to choose. What is your a commendation ?
201. For everyone’s surprise, he left the party without saying anything.
202.  Prison is a substance that can kill or harm you if you eat it, drink it.
203. Invasion is the act of entering a country using military power .
204.  Amnesia is the medical condition of not being able to forget anything.
205. She never went to school. Instead  of she was taught at home.
206.  She took the expressive  train to London.
207. She’s always closed to her neighbours.
208.  The company’s headquarter is in Rome.
209. The man’s strange behaviour made the police suspicious for him.
210. The prisoner will be sit free next week.
211.  His ambition was to become a partner in the company he works for.
212.  The winners feel pride when they receive medals.
213. We saw a lot of photographs, but we can't identify the man we’d met.
214. Many of Naguib Mahfouz’s stories are based in true stories or characters.
215. Eight people, include two children, were injured in the explosion.
216. He is a tired sailor who lives in a house overlooking the sea.
217. The houses were design to keep people cool and comfortable.
218.  Unemployment must  deal with by the government.
219. Humans  thought to have originated in the east of Africa.
220. It  said that the building of the  Temple of Edfu was started in 237 BC.
221. The company is thought  make a big profit.
222. The new hospital was open by the Minister of Health in 2008.
223. He  known to have several foreign bank accounts.
224. This omelette was made of eggs and cheese.
225. Manar supposed to get the best marks in the class.
226. Ali went to the mechanic’s to have his car repair.
227.  Peace is known  be constructive.
228.  He  sent to prison for his crime.
229. All living things need oxygen to breath.
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230. Cardbroad is very stiff, thick paper used especially for making boxes.
231.  Many things such as car tyres and gloves are made of rubber.
232.  The leaves are considered the food centre of the tree.
233.  He managed in solve the problem in a short time.
234. I bought a brush and a tube of toothpast to brush my teeth.
235. If the bark of the tree is badly damaged, the tree will die.
236.  In Egypt we completely depend in the Nile to irrigate our fields.
237. She wears a pair of gloves to protect her hands of the heat.
238. Sapt is the liquid that carries food through plants and trees.
239. The park is the outer covering of a tree.
240. We couldn’t paint the outside of the house because of the bad climate  .
241. The destruction of the rainforests is contributing to global warmth.
242. The old of a tree is calculated by counting the annual rings.
243. The road is the underground part of a tree.
244. The tree’s pipes carry water and mineral salts from the roots to the leaves.
245. The violin and the lute are musical tools.
246. The water is filtered to move any impurities.
247. The width of annual circles varies from year to year.
248. Trees help the environment by taking out carbon dioxide.
249.  Turpentine is a strong-smelling water used for removing paint.
250.  We shouldn’t cut up young trees.
251. If a tree has deep roots, it will fall over in strong winds.
252. Mona lends you the camera as well as you bring it back tomorrow.
253. She  look completely different if she cuts her hair.
254. If you are bored, doing something else.
255. If you heat water to 100º C, it boil.
256.  Micro-organisms die if they  boil.
257. If plants don’t get enough water, they will die.
258. If the bark  badly damaged, the tree dies.
259.  The street where I live is only three metres white.
260. The invade army advanced through the city.
261. The young man’s innocent was proved.
262. A suspense is a person you think may have done a crime.
263. He translated English literature in Arabic.
264. He’s a world expert of archaeology.
265.  I found the story very confused.
266. Trees help the earth to breeze.
267.  Trees protect us from globe warming.
268.  In addition to this, trees also give us valuable chemistry .
269. You may be surprising to hear that wood products are used in some types of cream.
270. To everyone’s surprised , Ahmed won the first prize.
271. He has been a law since 1990.
272. Travelling by plane sometimes give me a headache.
273. If you kick the ball too hard , you will break that window.
274. The mousetrap was written by Agatha Christie.
275. My father loves his job, he has worked for the same company for 20 years
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276.  A computer is someone who regularly travels to work, especially a long distance
277. Abu Simbel is the sight of two temples south of Aswan.
278. Biology   is the study of designing buildings .
279. Egypt is full of amazed works of engineering.
280. He rised his hand to wave to us.
281. I have got the complete work  of Charles Dickens.
282. An investment is something that you buy because it will be valuable or useless later.
283. In rash hours the train is full of commuters.
284. It is thinkable that he did all this work alone.
285. Part of the Cairo metro runs in a panel  under the Nile.
286. The Chinese built a wall to keep the raiders in .
287.  The competition is opened to anyone over the age of sixteen.
288. The mixture of wind and rain causes many car accidents.
289.  The Great Wall of China is the tallest structure ever built.
290. The Great Wall of China reached a height of about 6,400 km.
291. The lifeboat rescued the sailors from the sunken boat.
292. The museum was reopen after two years of reconstruction.
293. At night, bright lights always eliminate  the front of the palace.
294. A bass is  a low hard surface on which other things can be built.
295.  The statue had been curved  out of marble.
296.  The statues were attached to a concrete bath.
297.  The tunnel was about two metres in diamond .
298. They used a giant drill machine to dig a tunnel.
299. Osama must have been at school yesterday as he was ill.
300. Tunnelling under the Nile must have been easy.
301. The underground metro can't have made travelling around Cairo easier.
302. I was in all day. He can't had phoned.
303. I can’t find my bag. It might have left on the train.
304.  They finished early. They must have been worked very hard.
305. I saw him on the bus yesterday. He must have bought a new car.
306. The underground metro can't have improved our journeys to work.
307.  The Metro in Cairo  must have wasted  people a lot of money.
308.  This book must be published a long time ago. I’m sure.
309. Amr never gets high marks. His parents  must be proud of him.
310. Shaimaa could  take the bus to school, but she went on foot.
311. She looks very happy. She must have failed her test.
312.  Dr Zewail is a famous scientist. He must be a clever student.
313.  It can't be wonderful to see the Earth from space.
314. Ahmed has a very good job so he mustn't have  a lot of money.
315.  A well is a legal document in  which you say who you want to give your money to.
316.  In court he admired to lying about the accident.
317.  He has a very strong character.
318.  He has dedicated his life to scientific search.
319. He hid the pleasure in a secret place.
320. He is busy do research in his office.
321. He is disappointing  not to have been chosen for the school team.
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322. He was sent to prison for a crime that he didn’t committee .
323. He writes film views for the newspaper.
324.  Her autography  revealed that she wasn’t as rich as everyone thought.
325.  His last novel is the bestselling .
326. Cooperate  is to  spend time getting better after an illness, injury.
327. I hadn’t seen him for 20 years but I realized him immediately.
328. I disproof  of all the violence shown on television.
329. I intend to spend a forty night  in Alex as one week isn’t enough.
330.  If someone blockmails you, you really must inform the police.
331.  Lots of people have completed  about the noise.
332.  Mr A. Bishlawee  is my college  at school. Both of us are teachers.
333.  Parents should protect their children of bad people.
334. There is an eternal struggle between good and devil .
335. She spent a month in the country recuperating from the process .
336. She was from a very respect family.
337.  Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching career .
338. You shouldn’t be deceived by his appliance  .
339. The accident left him permanent disabled.
340. There is always a confidence between good and evil.
341. She left me some money in her well.
342. Blackmall is the act of forcing a person to pay money under threat.
343. Watching so much television isn’t good to you.
344. When he said sorry, it was an admiration that he had been wrong.
345. Waleed said that Manar has already gone home.
346. Yesterday a man asked me when did the train to Aswan leave.
347.  Alaa said Samia that she had been to many cities in Europe.
348. They promised me that they will buy me a new jacket the month after.
349.  He reminded me that I had a meeting this afternoon.
350. She said me that dinner wasn’t ready.
351.  Wael says that their teacher would go to Sinai the next day.
352. Mr Hany asked me if I have done my homework yet.
353. She asked her son if he has finished his homework.
354.  He told me what the time was.
355. Heba asked me weather  I had done my homework yet.
356. She said I could have something light if I am so hungry.
357. The policeman asked the thief where had he sold the jewellery.
358.  He denied that he has taken the money.
359. Ghada said that lunch was ready.
360. I asked my sister of she had revised her lessons well.
361. He always asks me that help him with his work.
362. Helen told me that she had written a letter the day after.
363. I asked him what he is doing at nine o’clock.
364. A river  is a hole in the earth from which hot water can rise.
365. Lava from the earthquake  was flowing down the hill side.
366. Phenomena is something that is  unusual or difficult to understand.
367.  The sun gives in heat and light.
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368. The invisible rays of the sun are harmful to our eyes.
369.  I saw a flash of thunder before it rained.
370. The solar escape takes place when the moon comes between the sun and the earth.
371.   Lighting  is a  bright flash of electrical  light in  the sky during a storm.
372.   If you look at the sun, you will damage your site.
373.  The sun gives out ultraviolet lays which can be harmful to life.
374.  Unfortunately the light went away  during the operation.
375. He used a piece of close to absorb the ink.
376. Any decrease in tourism could have a serious effect on local economic.
377.  A lot of people in Africa suffer because of starvation and draught.
378.  What is the climate forecast for tomorrow?
379. Ultraviolent  rays are light which can  make people’s skin become darker.
380. The sun gives out x-days and ultraviolet rays.
381. A violence storm broke just as we reached the mountain.
382. If you look at the sun, you will damage your site.
383.  We live in a place where the wind usually blows in a southern  direction.
384. The distant  between the sun and the earth is 150 million kilometres.
385. These trees have grown phenomenal tall.
386. Aswan is in the southern  of Egypt.
387. Volcanoes and earthquakes are natural phenomenon .
388. Storm hunters  are people who follow storms.
389. You can look at the sun safe if you are wearing sunglasses.
390. The weather in Britain is challengeable .
391. Were I you, I will invite Tamer to the party.
392. How long will he be away if he chose Brazil .
393. If I had been more careful , I would have crashed into the wall.
394. If the film hadn’t been funny, I wouldn’t  laugh.
395. What will happen if the storm reached our area?
396. Had he been there, he would  met her.
397. If water heated. it evaporates.
398. They wouldn’t get the highest marks without study harder and harder.
399. In the way to the club, I met my friend Mahmoud.
400. Desert land is very difficult to immigrate .
401. Do you know who decided  this building?
402. Dubai has the tallest restructure  in the world.
403. How in earth is it possible to irrigate the desert?
404. I'm not sure how good I did at the test at school today, but I think I might pass.
405. My secretary will phone you to tidy  a meeting.
406. Scientists are doing experience  to test the effectiveness  of the new drug.
407. The Eiffel Tower is a tall mud structure.
408. The sight  from the hotel window is very fantastic.
409. The museum is open daily except  Mondays.
410. The new laws strength  the position of women in the workplace.
411. They reclaimed 20 feddans and turned them into a formland.
412. Twenty years after the event, his death remains a monastery  .
413. What about go shopping this afternoon?
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414. Can you explain why he lift so early?
415. He wanted to know weather or not I was going to travel abroad .
416. If I found a big company , I would employ  only young people .
417. A huge amount of water came down the river and floated the city.
418. Are you capable of make your own decisions ?
419. Diabatic is a disease in which there is too much sugar in your blood.
420. Einstein was the founder of the vision  of relativity.
421. Gradual, she realised that he wasn’t telling her the truth.
422. He achieved his emotion   in life and became a famous businessman.
423. A Procession  is a series of events or changes that happen naturally.
424. He went to a doctor who privatize  in lung diseases.
425. Highly toxic gases were freed  into the air.
426. His greatest achieve was becoming the captain of the national team.
427. I finished the exam yesterday, but I won’t get the resolute  until August.
428. The doctor advised my aunt not to eat sweets because she is debate .
429. I won a lot of weight while I was on holiday.
430. In order to  taste a theory, the scientist had to do a lot of experiments.
431. It costs a lot to food and clothe five children.
432. Mother was worry about my father as he was late.
433. Our soldiers carried our a successful attack last night.
434. She did will in her English exam and got the full mark.
435. She finally scored her ambition by visiting South America.
436. The learning operation  needs a lot of reform permanently.
437. The only way to prove my English is to live in London for a while.
438. He got high marks because he made well in the test.
439. There is no known core for this disease.
440. There was a gradually  improvement in her school work.
441. These bacteria are visible unless viewed with a microscope.
442. They will build this hospital in three year's time.
443. They will have to examine your knowledge of the computer.
444. I wish I 'm   taller so that I could be in the basketball team.
445. This train is very slow. I wish I  caught the earlier train.
446.  Leila  wishes  she  read the  test  carefully. She  forgot  to  answer  two  questions.
447.  I wish we  go to the match on Saturday but we’re visiting my uncle.
448.  I wish you  kept your mouth shut yesterday. Now everyone knew the secret.
449. He is always whistling. I wish he don't do that all the time
450.  It never stops raining here. I wish it will stop raining.
451.  I wish the school holidays are longer.
452.  I wish I can paint better.
453. He promised his fiancé to buy her a nice flat.
454. Edmond escaped of  the prison and took his revenge on his enemy.
455.  We’ll need to do a serial  of tests before we do anything else.
456. Edmond took avenge  on the people who harmed him.
457. He caused  his sister of breaking the glass window.
458.  Envy  means wishing that you had something that someone else has
459. He had completely changed. I didn’t realize  him.
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460. He is a wealth man. He has two million pounds.
461. He is a teacher at Cambridge University. He teaches linguistics.
462. He looked at the old man with no signal of recognition.
463. He objected on spending the weekend in Alexandria.
464. He was a sacrifice of a road accident.
465. He was sentenced to five years’ prisonment.
466. He was brought out by his grandfather.
467. Hassan  marks the spot where the treasure is bury .
468. My friend looked by envy at my new computer game.
469. Shakespeare was a famous playright, he wrote a lot of plays.
470. Fiancé  are the money that a person or a company has.
471.  The Minister of Finance is responsible for the finance  affairs in his country.
472. They were so enviable  of him that they accused him of robbery.
473. He did  a historic research about Salah Eldin.
474. We employed someone as an assistance  to help us with our work.
475. After the criminal was arrested, he was sent to prison for live.
476. We had been slept   for 12 hours when he woke us up.
477. I didn't had a bath until I had had my hair cut.
478. Huda cooked lunch after she have cleaned the house.
479. I hadn't been walked for a long time, when it suddenly began to rain.
480. They had been knowing each other for two years before they became friends.
481. How long has he been learning English before she went to London?
482. By the age of 10, I have learnt to play chess.
483. I have passed my driving test before I bought the car.
484. How long have you been waiting before the train arrived?
485. We had  waited for three hours before our plane took off.
486. This car had belonging  to Tamer for years before Hussein bought it.
487. Before having dinner with my family, I have picked up a gift for my mother.
488. Adel is quite nice, dislike his brother.
489.  Sometimes People need to make decisions quick.
490. Folk music is the music of global communities.
491. He’s got a very common voice. I recognise it easily.
492. In some festivals people bang violins  and play music.
493. My favourite location  when I play football is goalkeeper.
494. My son is keen in watching Tom and Jerry.
495. In feasts we usually visit our relatives.
496. Prices very widely from shop to shop.
497. Abu Trika is the most famous Egyptian sport celebrity.
498. Sham El-Naseem remarks the beginning of spring.
499. She is studying modern Japanese language and cultural .
500. She is very good at making friends and influence people.
501. She takes her response  as a nurse very seriously.
502.  Unfortunately most of the Arab countries are develop  countries
503. The 25th  January Revolution is the most important action  of the last 30 years.
504. Most Arab countries share the same language and agriculture.
505. The Chinese celebrate with  their new year with big street parties.
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506. The company has revolved  over the years into a multinational organisation.
507. The funeral position  made its way down the hill to the cemetery.
508. The Sapporo Snow festival in Japan is a winter celebrity .
509. The Statue of Liberty is the most famous landslide  in the U.S.A.
510. The timing of the new year in China depends on the site of the moon.
511. The violin and the piano are musical instructions .
512. The World Cup is a sports carnival held every four years.
513. There are structure  of kings and queens in the temple of Luxor.
514. There is a large Chinese society  living in this area.
515. There is a wide varies  of shoes . Choose what you want.
516. They let off fiveworks  during the festival.
517. It’s our responsibility to provide  our country.
518. After his insulting comments, I thought Ibrahim deserved  be fired.
519. We arranged  having  a taxi pick us up and take us to the airport.
520. All the contents of my flat had been stolen as I forgot  lock the door.
521. We would like  try that new supermarket.
522. On his way home, he stopped  buying   the newspaper.
523. They came first in the test thanks to study  ten hours a day.
524. After talking about the accident, he went on  talk about the match.
525. I'm sorry. I forgot  type these letters.
526. Please, remember to get the camera with you when you come to the party.
527. The new owner of the company plans  renewing  the office as they look
528. He hopes  winning  prize for his school work.
529. Amy Johnson broke the record for a sole  flight from London to South Africa.
530. Amy Johnson rode planes for the British army.
531. Amy Johnson was popular and was called the queen of the ear .
532. The new president’s speech was impressing .
533. Dr Aisha Abd El-Rahman argued of  women’s right to education.
534. Dr Aisha was awarded her university grade  in 1939.
535. He was very popular to the public.
536. His work has taken in much of his personal life.
537. The President promised to give the matter his personnel  attention.
538. The embassy employs around 50 people on its full-time stuff.
539. It was a great football match. Both teams played very positive.
540. My mother has an encourage smile that always pushes me to success.
541. Most young men and women in Egypt have excess  to the internet.
542. Queen Victoria roled Britain for 63 years.
543. Schools play an important rule in society.
544. She hit  the record for the 5000 metres.
545. She would be a good nurse. She has a very kind character .
546. Dr Aisha was rewarded her PHD in 1951.
547. The fight from London to Cairo takes about four hours.
548. There are some impressed  buildings in the town.
549. Watching television gives up much of many women’s time
550.  This violent film is not suitable to young children.
551. We are all responsible on  all our decisions.
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552. We are couraged  to learn foreign languages at school.
553. We really value  all the help you gave us last night.
554. That's the boy who dog bit me last Friday.
555. Osama, which party we went to last week, has just bought a new car.
556. There’s the place which Hany’s car broke down.
557. The exam, that was very difficult, was written by our teacher.
558. Stratford is the town where Shakespeare was born in.                                 or    (omit in )
559. The company, which director is under investigation, is doing very badly.
560. The British Prime Minister, that was interviewed yesterday, denied responsibility.
561. The college which I work is in the Sixth of October.
562. The school where my daughters go to is near our home.
563. The town which I was born is in the northeast of Egypt.
564. August 9th is the day when I was born.
565. Can you suggest a time which we can meet tomorrow?
566. Dr Aisha, who work took up much of her time, was a professor of Arabic.
567. Cairo University is the university which Eman studies medicine.
568. Although he is known as a difficult man, I get in very well with him.
569. Babysitting is a very tired business.
570.  Don’t let anyone to influence you into doing something you don’t want to do.
571. Graham Greene was very unhappy at school because he was regularly bellied .
572. He felt very relaxing after his holiday. He had had a very lovely time.
573. He is regarded as one of the most influence film directors of his generation.
574. Pollution is associated with convectional  methods of energy production.
575. He writes film views for the newspapers.
576. Her parents always degrade  her as the cleverest of their children.
577. Here is Marwa. Let me produce  you to her.
578. His suddenly  death had an impact on us.
579. I didn’t think about what I was doing. I just did it spontaneous.
580. I’ll just go and find in what’s going on outside.
581. When I have nothing to do, I feel really bore.
582. If you want excite ,  you should try parachuting.
583. It is a tradition to wear black at finals .
584. Our holiday to Australia was a great adventurous .
585. Smoking can lead into lung cancer.
586. Livestyle is the way that someone lives, including their work and
587. We had no plans to do it. It was a spontaneously  thing.
588. We haven’t heard of her for ages.
589. We live near the ocean so that we like to go to the beach every day.
590. Our apartment’s small, so it’s comfortable.
591. I’m never tired on Friday evenings, but I always go to the club.
592.  Although   his low salary, he bought a villa.
593. Neither Leila nor her sister are going to have tests this week.
594. After arranged the hotel, Alaa booked the tickets to London.
595. They had bought this watch so it was the best in the shop.
596. As badly our team played, they won the match.
597.  Despite my grandfather is 72, he is still working.
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598. Samir, as well   Magdy , is joining us on the trip.
599. Despite reading is useful, I'm not keen on buying books.
600. Tarek was having a great time while we were waiting for him.
601. He was often punished because he bullied the other children.
602. During  he was a student at Oxford, he joined the debating club.
603. An electric book is  a book published to be read on the computer or on the Internet.
604. If you bleade something, you use a chemical to make it white or pale in colour.
605. In Ramadan ,people usually sook  dates in water.
606. Is this dress avail in a larger size?
607. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be cycled to be used again.
608. My brother is a football enthusiastic ,he plays and watches football all the time
609. Nady is rulling the paint onto the wall so he can finish more quickly.
610. Our television has a 25-inch scream .
611. She wandered who had sent her the mysterious e-mail.
612. Software updates can be loaded from the company’s website.
613. Some people believe that CD-ROMs will place libraries.
614. Some people predict that printing will become part of date in the future.
615. That play is very popular. You’d better check the available  of tickets.
616. The plane deduced speed as it approached the airport.
617. 23-There are still tradition ways of shopping.
618. This detergent will move even old stains.
619. A padget  is a small tool or machine that helps you do something.
620. To get coffee, put your money in the machine and stressthe green button.
621. UnFortunately no one was in the building when it collapsed.
622. Visitors are requested not to walk in the grass.
623. You don’t seem very enthusiast  about the party, don’t you want to go?
624. I hope I will have bought my own house by the time I was thirty.
625.  By three o’clock , she will  finish studying all her subjects.
626. By the time I finish this letter, I will type twenty reports today.
627. If you can’t hear the television very well, I will 've turned up the volume.
628.  I hope we will  meet by our uncle and aunt at the airport.
629.  Fewer traditional newspapers will have published in a few years.
630. I will have done the research when you came back home.
631. More cities will havebuilt in the desert by the year 2020.
632. I expect we will have  told where to go.
633.  As a businessman my father used to go abroad on business journeys .
634.  Have you ever heard from ?
635. How did you manage in get such a great job?
636. My parents adviced me to keep fit by playing sports.
637. Osama fell on very well with the people in China.
638.  She went aboard to continue her studies in science.
639. We need to be more energy  in promoting ourselves abroad.
640. When you pass your test, you will get a driving certificate .
641. Yesterday I received a letter to my friend Mustafa.
642. Queen Victoria, who husband Albert died in 1861, lived until 1902.
643. The town where I was born is in the northeast of the country.
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644. On hear the good news, Eman phoned her parents.
645. We won't be tell the results of the test until the day after tomorrow.
646. Scientists believe that by 2020, a replacement for oil will have been found.
647. Hawaii, where consists of 8 principal islands, is a favourite vacation spot.
648. Tanta, where is Egypt’s fifth largest city, has many mosques.
649. After a few years, he became very skill at drawing.
650. Fluent is perhaps the most important language skill.
651. Getting into university would be my greatest achieve.
652. He is a very social man, he enjoys meeting people.
653. A modle is one of the parts that a course of study is divided into.
654. He is very punctual. He always goes to work at time.
655. He went to the grocery  to get the medicines which the doctor prescribed.
656. He works hard. He is always a conscious  worker.
657. I like to eat in this restaurant because it has a good repetition .
658. I presented  for a job as an accountant.
659. I want to work with a well –organise team.
660. I won a lot of experience from teaching.
661. I’m afraid, the manager has no free disappointments  this week.
662. Menna has a previous experiment  in secretarial work.
663. Most jobs require a university step .
664. Most of the houses in our neighbour are quite old.
665. She forwarded her  BV  to a big clothes company.
666. She is very ambition she wants to have a company of her own one day.
667. The company will give successful candles  a training course for a month.
668. The paramedic  works in a pharmacy.
669. The interview asked her some difficult questions.
670. The only thing he seems to care from is money.
671. To get my degree, I have to complete and pass five of the six modles.
672. A  scorpion has a poisonous string .
673. A cafe is a large natural hole in the side of a cliff or mountain .
674. A sentry  is a period of one hundred years.
675. A strong storm powered  the fishermen to sail home.
676. Being recognized in the street is part and parcel of being a celebration.
677. Being string by an insect can be very painful.
678. Doctors are trying out a new care for depression.
679. He fared  his gun into the air.
680. He was attracted  and seriously injured by a gang of youths.
681. His father was a civil maid in the government.
682. I'll report you to the police if I catch you robbing again.
683. Money can make you eyeless to reality and cause more problems.
684. My sister can be very persuade . She usually gets what she wants.
685. Our descendants  were hunter-gatherers and lived in caves.
686. She spoke emotionally about her experiences as a war correspondence.
687. She took offer as a manager two weeks ago.
688. Some types of ousters  are eaten and other types produce pearls.
689. The news of his failure pleased  his family.
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690. The rise in prices is due to merchants’ envy.
691. They gave a singing report about the company's problems.
692. This is the best treatment to a headache.
693. You should be careful when you drive into water.
694. You should through away these old magazines. They take up much space.
695. You are not allow to smoke in this room.
696. My father said me not to speak  to anyone.
697. I couldn't help overhear what you said.
698. Working here requires you  have a sense of humour.
699. I suggested put the matter to the board to hear what they've got to say.
700. First they'll learn  use  this machine.
701. Don't forget  reserve a seat for me.
702. The flooding forced us remain inside the house.
703. While chasing the thieves, the policeman managed to avoid hit the bicyclist.
704. She asked us to not climb over her fence.
705. A week ago Yara  rolled on an evening course, she started the course yesterday.
706. Ahmed is making an evening course in accountancy.
707. Kerlos  communicates in  his friends abroad using the internet.
708. Before he joined the new job, he had to refrain .
709. Good command of English and computer skills make you more employer.
710. Distance learning means that teachers and students are in difference places.
711. He was very good at his job and got commotion  quickly.
712. He works in the sales apartment of the company.
713. I haven’t did up my mind where to go yet.
714. Teachers rehire  at the age of 60.
715. Learning shouldn’t stop at a certain age. It should be lifetall .
716. Most people try to join an oil company as it is awarding .
717. Osama hopes to get his master’s grade from Oxford University.
718. Ramy is a young employe in a big firm.
719. She is a high qualified doctor.
720. She is fond of teaching, so she considers it a worthwhen career.
721. She is responsible for the fence  department in the company.
722. She is the idol  person for the job.
723. The company supplies  training courses for its employees.
724. The farmer called the doctor to treat a sick cow.
725. The Open University provides distant learning to its students.
726. The president faces a strong change  from nationalists.
727. The two men are same in appearance.
728. This book is special for growndowns , not young children.
729. We all dream of an idealistic  world full of war and love.
730. Working with these children inquires  a great deal of patience.
731. Dad can't have left already. I don’t see his car.
732. If you like, I can teach you  play the guitar.
733. Reformation of education order is the main interest of the government.
734. This medicine has no aside effects.
735. Was he alike his heroes?
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736.  Mr Nabil  is a very good-educated man. He went to Zagazig University .
737. He was interested in policy and was a good speaker in university debates.
738. I think it was so popular because it is not about everyday lives. People like escape.
739. I’ve written stories and books since as long as I can remember.
740.  No, I haven’t written any short poems ago over twenty years.
741. Do you use a pencil and a paper?
742. He writes  from nine in the morning  to three in the afternoon
743.  My last book changed six times before I was happy with it.
744. I have a ten-minutes break for coffee at midday.
745. Yehia Haqqi was one of the pioneer  of modern Egyptian literature
746.  He was an expert in Arab culture.
747. As well  being an important writer, he was an expert on Arab culture.
748. My publisher insists that I send everything like an e-mail attachment.
749. He worked abroad for more over twenty years.
750. Haqqi always wanted to help  the poor and disabled people
751. One  of his stories, ‘The Postman' was made in a film.
752. Haqqi also transformed Russian, French, Italian and Turkish literature into Arabic.
753. If I were you, I’d work for a children charity for a year.
754. I  think you should help some of the most children who can’t read.
755. Why don’t you work for an Egyptian tourist desk in another city?
756. It’s been a pleasing.
757.   I spend a long time  check my work .
758. Thank you, Professor Lyons. That was most interested.
759.  Early black and white photos show people in old-fashion clothes.
760.  We get energy of the heat inside the earth.
761. The molten rock heats underneath lakes of water.
762.  Geothermal power stations produce as more energy as two large coal power stations.
763.  Energy from the sun is probably the better form of renewable energy.
764. This energy can be captured and storing.
765.  You could tidy sports games for children in their school holidays.
766. Sam is making a project about archaeology in Egypt.
767. It is possible that he will visit Egypt latter in the year.
768. Sam is very busy at the moment in school work.
769. He is looking on information about Egypt’s history.
770.  He is especially interested in any recently excavations.
771. The highest tree is 83.8 metres.
772.  The rings of a tree are like our skin.
773.  Some animals like eating the roots of trees.
774.  It is impossible to know how old a tree is. You can calculate the number of rings
775. When it rains a lot, the rings in the tree are much narrower.
776. Trees help the earth to breathing.
777.  Trees protect us from global warm.
778.  Trees also give us valuable chemistry.
779.  Sap can be used to make rub.
780.  The quickest road from here’s to take an underground train.
781. That really should have made travelling around Cairo easier, especially for commuters.
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782. The underground must have wasted people a lot of money
783. That’s amazing! Tunneling under the Nile must have been easy.
784. Egypt has many amazing work  of engineering
785. Abu Simbel is the site of two canals carved into a cliff in about 1250 BCE.
786. It was unthinkable that Egypt should lost one of  its most important  monuments.
787. Eventually the wall reached a height of 6,400 kilometres.
788. Robert Louis Stevenson was borne in Edinburgh, Scotland.
789.  He wrote a famous book "Treasure Island".
790. His father wanted he to be a doctor.
791. He removed to the south of France because he was ill.
792. Dr Jekyll is doing search into human nature.
793.  Dr Jekyll does some secret experiments about himself.
794. When he takes the medicine his whole personal changes.
795. Dr Jekyll improved that human nature is good and bad.
796. The sun gives out x-rays and ultraviolet rays, which can be very harmful for life
797.  If you look at the sun, you’ll damage your seeing
798.  If he hadn’t looked at the sun, he wouldn’t damage his sight.
799. Droughts happen when there is a lot of rain.
800. In the eighteenth century, there was a Little Hot Age.
801. I wish I know what I was going to do when I leave school.
802. After five years, The soil was the same weight and the tree had earned weight.
803. We now know that plants and trees do their own food.
804. Plants change  the sun’s energy into oxygen.
805. Edmond is arrested at his wedding day.
806.  Edmond is sent to prison for death .
807.  Morris  learns him about history and science.
808. Ten years later, Edmond arrives at Paris.
809. In England, most  towns and villages has harvest festivals.
810.  I remember watch a TV programme about it.
811. I really want to seeing one of these festivals.
812. Folk music is developed in local communities
813. In the past music was personal, there was no influence by music from other areas
814. In the past folk music was not written forward.
815. The rababah is similar as a violin
816.  When she started school , she has been very nervous.
817. Now I’m real enthusiastic about the idea.
818. Every new book will probable be published as an ordinary book and as an e-book.
819. But you can be surely they’ll reduce the price when more people buy them.
820.  Thing of all the paper that we’ll save.
821. The Chinese were the first  make paper.
822. The first paper was made from wood.
823. Old paper can be reinvented.
824. Every year, millions of trees are cutting down to make new paper
825. Most of today’s newspapers and magazines are made of  recycled paper
826. The trees used to make paper grow very slowly.
827. In the future we will not need books, as all information will be in the internet.
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828.  Do you have a drive license?
829.  Does your uncle know you’re trying to find another work?
830.  How would you feel if we ask you to work in another part of the world?
831. Nabil Morris was borne  in Egypt
832. In 2004, he was given a special award on English language
833. He is fluent on English and speaks a little French and Spanish
834. The countries he would mostly like to visit are Japan and China
835. What qualities – difficult and personal – do you need to do this job?
836. What is interesting in the job?
837. What wouldn’t you like about do this job?
838. I really think you would get more sleep. You look very tired.
839.  Please come to my party at the weekend. I’m sure you're going to enjoy it.
840.  Can I persuade you to stay with us?
841. The doctor wanted money to deal him.
842. She was able to cure her son from malaria.
843. They are willing  to sold their car .
844. There son was killed by thieves.
845. The story shows that money does not always bring happy.
846.  I always enjoyed English at school, so I decided on study languages.
847.  I have to apply for the end of next week.
848. These days most people will have one job in their lives.
849. We need to predict  the skulls we will need in the future.
850. Tarek’s company offers courses to its employers.
851. Tarek is making a course in computer skills.
852. Refqa studies in home and uses the internet.
853.  We need new skills so that we are employed.
854. There is a lack in the car tank. It needs repairing.
855. The sun spins the earth.
856. It’s very difficult to suspect when a volcano happens.
857. The two brothers are almost exactly the same. They are like.
858. I like reading adventurous stories.
859.  She is interested of studying Germany.
860. The new teacher is very popular of his students.
861. The world cup is a fantastic accusation. Millions of people watch it.
862. He isn’t healthy enough to help the poor.
863.  This play did the producer too much money.
864. The accident took part last night.
865. They were speaking excited about the match.
866. He is a well-educating  man. He graduated from the faculty of medicine.
867. Kings built cottages from stone to stop attackers from breaking in.
868. A referee speaks for people in court.
869. A debit is an organized discussion on an important subject.
870.  I usually spend my freedom time watching TV.
871. People like escape to forget about their worries.
872. The newly married pair lives a happy life.
873. Egypt does a lot of money out of tourism.
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874. You can still see a lot of classics architecture in Greece and Rome.
875.  The child was crying because he was blocked in the room.
876. He left the place after he had free his cousin.
877. Millions of people attended the conservations of the new king.
878. I always give my friend advise about the school rules.
879. You don’t have the write to punish me.
880.  The millionaire’s son was snatched for ransom.
881. He had to pay for the publish of his first book himself.
882. We should deduce the consumption of electricity.
883. Escapism helps people to forget about their activities.
884. Anthony Hope’s first novel was public in 1890.
885. Films and books can sometimes help people to skip from their worries.
886. Non-renewable energy comes from water, the sun or the wind.
887. All living things need power to work.
888.  Melted rocks inside the earth are found in a very hot liquid form.
889. We have run away of food. We have nothing left.
890. Hydroelectricity power is cheap to produce and doesn’t pollute the environment.
891. Energy from the sun can be turned up electricity.
892. Renewable forms of energy are good at the environment.
893. We should increase the amount of pollution in the environment.
894. It's very important  for us overcoming the problem.
895. Atomic waist is very dangerous to our health.
896. Coal, oil and gas are forms of renewable energy.
897. Solar power is produced when atoms split.
898.  Scientists believe that the sun's energy will last for other five billion years
899. Good students are those who depend at themselves.
900.  Wind turbines introduce large amounts of electricity.
901. Electricity is produced in a force station.
902. Water and the wind are used to grade electricity.
903. They will make a survey into people's use at energy .
904. The wind has been used to go ships.
905.  My mother took a long time making cake.
906.  Smoke has a bad affect on our health. .
907. Hazem has got a driving licence. He can ride a car now.
908. ln the future, renewable energy will place oil and coal.
909. Hydroelectric power spreads Egypt with a lot of electricity.
910. A team of astronauts landed on the ground of the moon.
911.  He asked me to switch for the light as he wants to sleep.
912.  Basketball and volleyball are indoor games.
913. She spilt  the apple into 3 parts.
914. We get hydroelectric energy from the heat inside the earth.
915. My father will travel to America tomorrow. He’s booked the plane ticket.
916. Baher is going to be 10 next March.
917. Don’t come late again or I’m going to punish you.
918. Schools in Egypt will start in September.
919. I expect our team is going to win the match.
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920.  I think  Hend is becoming a vet. She likes helping animals.
921.  I’m hungry. I think I am having a sandwich.
922.  I can’t meet you tonight. I have dinner with my friends.
923.  When she comes, I’m going to phone you.
924. From 10  to 11 o’clock tomorrow, I’m studying English.
925.  We are going to travel next Saturday. Everything is arranged.
926. The phone is ringing. I’m going to answer it.
927.  Perhaps she is coming this evening.
928. The gang’s luggage were found at the airport.
929. These information helped the police arrest him
930. Would you like any tea?
931. My new trousers is very expensive.
932. She asked me for a few advice.
933.  Has she got many food for the journey?
934.  Only a little pupils could pass the test.
935. There were a lot of rain last night.
936. There’s too many time, we needn’t take a taxi.
937. He is very poor. He earns few money.
938. Very little students get full marks.
939. After finishing a school, he went to Oxford University.
940. The couple was married later that year.
941. The one pound coins is on the desk.
942.  Three pounds are all I’ve got.
943.  The people in our group was watching the film.
944. Five litres of petrol are enough for me to get to work.
945. Ten degrees are a very low temperature.
946.  One of the players in the blue team are very tall.
947. Looking after pets are a good way of teaching children to be responsible.
948. To read a lot are the best way to improve your English.
949. Ahmed as well as I are good at maths.
950. Both Ahmed and Ali likes English.
951. Neither Ali nor his brothers wants to stay in Egypt.
952.  My room paints every year.
953.  The electricity bill pays every month.
954. The cow is given us meat and milk.
955. Tourists attract by our ancient monuments.
956. The wind uses to make electricity.
957. My sister is fed the little cat every day.
958.  Many schools are building every year in Egypt.
959.  Mr Nabil is taught us English this year.
960.  The thieves’ bags are searching thoroughly.
961. Sugar cane is growing and used to make fuel for cars.
962. All the city pollutes by the factory smoke.
963. Cars export from Japan.
964. New hotels are building every year to attract more tourists.
965.  It’s a pity Noha had her hairs cut short.
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966.  As an old friend, may I give you an advice?
967.  This packet is containing 500 grams of coffee.
968. Car technology is not scientific fiction.
969. Current, the cost of space holidays is very high.
970.  This CD is costing 10.99 EG.
971.  In future, people will be quarrelling to book their holidays in space.
972. He is going shopping on Fridays.
973.  Where are you living? OR what’s your permanent address?
974. Space tourists no longer suffer of the same side effects astronauts have already had.
975. Yesterday we heard a good news.
976. A corporation is the ceremony at which a king or queen is crowned.
977. The government does its best to improve general transport in Cairo.
978. You can hardly differentiate between the two cousins, they are so likely.
979. Papers for books and newspapers normally comes from tree farms.
980. All of Charles Dickens’ novels are classical.
981. My wife will have a baby. She’s pregnant.
982.  He left his friends and told goodbye to them.
983.  The exam will take place on June 13th and 14th.
984. You have no fight to tell me what to do.
985. He was booked in the castle in the town of Zenda.
986. Look out! That dog will bite you. It looks so mad.
987. Nuclear power is produced by spilling atoms.
988. The plane from London will take off at 9.30.
989.  For centuries,the wind has been used to introduce electricity.
990. If the telephone will ring, I’ll answer it.
991.  Hydroelectric power supplies Egypt with a lot of its heat.
992. We’ll tidy up our rooms before she arrived.
993.  A lot of household wasteful can be recycled and reused.
994. The heat inside the earth produces geometrical energy.
995. Your room is in a terrible mess. When will you tidy it up?
996. Solar energy is related to the moon.
997. We get hot springs when the hot water comes down through a hole in the earth’s surface.
998. There is so many traffic on the road.
999.  The prisoner of War did Hope a lot of money.
1000. The astronaut is travelling into space to destroy the International Space Station.
1001. Gratitude is what makes objects fall to the ground.
1002. The plane is flying at a high of 150 kilometers.
1003. The space station will be turning the Earth at a height of 320 km.
1004. You can take this medicine. It has no side affects.
1005. Space tourists can make weightless sports in space.
1006. Travelling from Alex to Cairo is only a two hours drive in a car.
1007. Gymnastics are a sport in which physical exercises and movements are performed.
1008. His submission is to isolate the enemy by destroying all the bridges across the river.
1009. Under our education order, you can choose the type of schooling that you receive.
1010. July 2009 was the 40th university of man first walking on the moon.
1011. Thank you on your invitation which I accept with pleasure.
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1012. Modern technology has proved people’s lives over the last 50 years.
1013. As soon as he will finish the project, he will go abroad.
1014. When I find somewhere to live, I would give you my address.
1015. I need to get fit, so I’ve made a decision. I do more exercise.
1016. I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.
1017. The prisoner escaped through a sacred passage underneath the building.
1018. The Director is current having talks in the USA.
1019. She’s going meet her sister in Paris.
1020. I’ve decided that I’m doing more exercise in future.
1021. It’s a really good film. I’m sure you enjoy it.
1022. Statistics is the study of the language and history of the ancient Greeks and Romans.
1023. If I were wealth, I’d help poor people.
1024. He wrote short stories to magazines.
1025. It took him half an hour typing the report.
1026. She went to London a pair of years ago.
1027. He started to writing in his free time.
1028. He was interested on politics.
1029. Escape a kind of entertainment that helps people to forget about their worries.
1030. All the characters in this film are intentional. They are not real.
1031. The opening of the new school was a great occasional.
1032. The concert takes part next Thursday.
1033. The manager couldn’t pretend the meeting.
1034. The communication of the king took place in the royal palace.
1035. People over 18 have the tight to vote in elections.
1036. The gang hijacked the boy and asked for a lot of money to let him go.
1037. Five litres of petrol are enough for me to get to work.
1038. How much coffees have you drunk today?
1039. How many money do you need for your holiday?
1040. Athletics were my father's favourite sport.
1041. Two hours are a long time to wait.
1042. Hurry! There is not many time left.
1043. The police is going to get new uniforms.
1044. I don’t know much people in this town.
1045. The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon.
1046. In many countries, children take the right to go to school until the age of 16.
1047. My five-year-old sister will start a school in September.
1048. I want to make some sandwiches. Have we got a bread?
1049. How many  time do I need to drive to the city centre?
1050. Thirty kilometers are a long way to walk in hot weather.
1051. Some countries have nuclear power instead that using fossil fuels.
1052. We saved a lot of money by cycling the bottles.
1053. Wind turbines along the Red Sea in Egypt exaggerate large amounts of electricity.
1054. Nuclear power produces dangerous waist.
1055. Energy from the sun is the best form of readable energy.
1056. Nuclear power is produced when atoms spilt.
1057. Most of the energy we use today comes from foil fuels like coal, oil and gas.
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1058. Hydroelectric power does not pollinate the environment.
1059. We kept out of  bread. Could you buy some when you go out?
1060. Don't use off all the cheese, we don't have much.
1061. It takes a long time learning a foreign language.
1062. A power state is a building where electricity is made.
1063. The government is spent a lot of money on education.
1064. He is admires for his intelligence.
1065. He usually drink a cup of coffee after lunch.
1066. We are being ask many questions by the tourist
1067. Smoking don’t allowed in the lecture hall.
1068. English is speak in America.
1069. Nothing is knowing about the missing jewels.
1070. He can't speak to you just now. He has a shower.
1071. Are you wanting to speak to him now?
1072. This place rarely visits by anyone.
1073. In summer, Dalia usually play tennis once or twice a week.
1074. People can waste lots of money by using the underground.
1075. You should reinvent paper rather than throw it away
1076. Wood is burning for heating and cooking.
1077. Oil and gas are find under the ground.
1078. The mechanic is repaired my car at the moment.
1079. The wind farm may be able to generation enough electricity for 2000 homes.
1080. We should reach our destiny before midnight.
1081. The computer in the smarting car will be able to work out what’s wrong
1082. Let’s meeting at eight o’clock tomorrow.
1083. Foul is a substance such as coal, gas or oil, which can be burnt to produce power.
1084. How many petrol does your car use?
1085. Much things can go wrong with a car engine.
1086. Thirty kilometers are a long way to travel on one litre of petrol.
1087. Millions of cars produce by Japanese companies every year.
1088. Electricity is produce in energy stations.
1089. Many things can take wrong with a car engine.
1090. She sent me the report as an e-mail letter.
1091. Yehia Haqqi was a strong belief in the power of education.
1092. I think most bestselling will be read as e-books.
1093. My sister loves clothes and buys very fashion dresses.
1094. A publication is someone who produces books, newspapers or magazines.
1095. He wrote a collective of short stories about the poor and the disabled.
1096. Yehia Haqqi was an important twentieth century writing.
1097. Yehia Haqqi is thought of as the mother of the modern short story in Egypt.
1098. Yehia Haqqi's novels were translated with many languages.
1099. Yehia Haqqi developed a new stale of writing.
1100. Twenty million people saw the new film already.
1101. My parents use to live in a small flat in the city centre.
1102. Yesterday evening, we revised for our English test when all the lights went out.
1103. I attend this school for five years.
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1104. Our school was opening exactly 25 years ago today.
1105. She played the piano since the age of six and she still plays every day.
1106. Our block of flats build five years ago.
1107. Five trees cut down a week ago.
1108. Yesterday evening, the programme watched by a million people.
1109. The washing machine delivers while I was reading the newspaper.
1110. I am used to reading at least one book a week, but now I don't read so many.
1111. While I come to school today, I met an old friend.
1112. The room clean when the earthquake happened.
1113. Traveling by plane sometimes makes me a headache.
1114. My uncle is an export on Information Technology.
1115. My brother is fond of fashion clothes.
1116. We moved to this house two years ago today. So we lived here for two years.
1117. When I was younger, I use to play tennis everyday.
1118. The prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony Hope.
1119. Yehia Haqqi worked like a diplomat.
1120. He developed a new method with writing.
1121. He graduated from medicine.
1122. Haqqi is thought of as the father of modern short poems.
1123. No sooner he had reached the station than the train left..
1124. Mohamed has learned English for seven years now.
1125. The letter was posted after it had written  .
1126. Yehia Haqqi worked like a diplomat.
1127. He developed a new style with writing.
1128. He graduated from medicine.
1129. I went aboard to do post graduate studies in Paris.
1130. I always got the first price in painting.
1131. The bag was filled of books, so I couldn’t shut it.
1132. She wears old-motioned clothes. They are very modern
1133. Twenty million people saw the film already.
1134. My parents use to live in a small flat .
1135. We revised for our test when the light went out.
1136. After play the game , he washed.
1137. Did you used to smoke when you were young?
1138. Have you never visited the valley of kings?
1139. While the match , he was injured.
1140. Having wake up , he switched on TV.
1141. Asthma is the medical condition of not being able to remember anything.
1142. Sami is making a project on education.
1143. What about stop cars from coming into the city centre.
1144. Headquakes is the main offices of an organization
1145. He lives in a house outlooking the sea.
1146. A surgeon is a person you think may have done a crime.
1147. In the way back to his hotel, he was arrested by the police.
1148. With our surprise, he passed the driving test.
1149. They spent their holiday in a small hotel over the English coast.
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1150. Trees protect us from global warm.
1151. Trees give us valuable chemistry.
1152. They excrete wood from trees.
1153. The trunk forms a new circle of wood every year.
1154. Wood is good for making musical machines.
1155. We make paper out from wood from trees.
1156. We can use wood as a fool for cooking and heating.
1157. Wood produces can be turned into paper and cardboard.
1158. My hands hardness when I was working on the farm.
1159. Every year soft shells below the bark of a tree form new wood.
1160. The more rain there is in a year, the narrower the tree rings are,
1161. Turpentine is used as a paint mover.
1162. The Great Pyramid is 150 metres in high.
1163. The roots take out water from the earth for the tree.
1164. A tub is a pipe that liquids or gases go through.
1165. I’d like buying a new mobile.
1166. Excavation means to dig up the ground to find things from the present.
1167. Murder is the crime of hurting people.
1168. He is ashamed he is always nervous and embarrassed.
1169. Some of the books are basing on her travels.
1170. My father died at the age of 66.
1171. Insomnia means unable to remember anything.
1172. It is his nature to be ashamed in front of others.
1173. I went to the cinema to watch the new play.
1174. It is been reported that he took the money.
1175. It is know that he can help us.
1176. She was believed to have steal the car.
1177. It is fear that there are no survivors of the crash.
1178. It was believed that he stole the bank.
1179. Money is think to be the root of all evils.
1180. Trees help the earth to breathing.
1181. Trees protect us from global warm.
1182. Trees give us valuable chemistry.
1183. Sap can be used to make rub.
1184. They excrete wood from trees.
1185. The trunk forms a new circle of wood every year.
1186. Millions of trees are cut out every year.
1187. We make paper out from wood from trees.
1188. We can use wood as a fool for cooking and heating.
1189. Wood produces can be turned into paper and cardboard.
1190. My hands hardness when I was working on the farm.
1191. Every year soft shells below the bark of a tree form new wood.
1192. The more rain there is in a year, the narrower the tree rings are,
1193. Turpentine is used as a paint mover.
1194. The roots take out water from the earth for the tree.
1195. I’d like buying a new mobile.
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1196. The knife doesn't cut very well. I need to sharp it.
1197. I read if there will be nothing on TV.
1198. If you will freeze water, it turns to ice.
1199. If you will call me, I will give you the address.
1200. Tubes carry water from the bark to the leaves.
1201. They can exact a very thin piece of wood.
1202. There are many things that are made of trees.
1203. Trees can protect us from local warming.
1204. What do you refers to?
1205. Sap is used to making rubber.
1206. The road is the underground part of a tree.
1207. trees breathe in oxygen during the day.
1208. The trunk of the tree is like our skin.
1209. The climate is very hot today.
1210. If it will rain, we will get wet.
1211. If you leave now, you catch your train.
1212. Water will freeze if the temperature is zero or below.
1213. If you throw that stone, you break a window.
1214. I get a headache if I use the computer for too long.
1215. If she trains hard, she wins next week’s race.
1216. If you’ll mix red and white, you get pink.
1217. If you will water plants regularly they grow well.
1218. If you heat water to 100 º C it will boil.
1219. If you will eat an apple every day, you'll be very healthy.
1220. She looks completely different if she cuts her hair.
1221. You get heart disease if you eat too much meat.
1222. You don’t pass the course if you don’t study.
1223. If you do not study, you would fail the test.
1224. If you look in the fridge, you would find some cold drinks.
1225. If there was no oil in the engine, the car will break down.
1226. I will lend you my umbrella if you will need it.
1227. The sea level would rise if the planet gets hotter.
1228. You be safe in an accident if you wear your seatbelt.
1229. My father loves his job, he worked for the same company for 20 years.
1230. When I was younger , I use to want to be a pilot.
1231. If you kick the ball too hard , you break that window.
1232. The mousetrap written by Agatha Christie.
1233. Travelling by plane sometimes makes me a headache.
1234. The street where I live is only three meters width.
1235. The Prisoner of Zenda was wrote by Anthony Hope.
1236. We moved 'to this house two years ago today, so we lived here for exactly two years.
1237. Before I entered the university, I had to show my credit card.
1238. If you heat water, it melts.
1239. Tubes carry water from the bark to the leaves.
1240. They can exact a very thin piece of wood.
1241. There are many things that are made of trees.
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1242. Trees can protect us from local warming.
1243. If I felt tired, I usually go to bed early.
1244. If I found any money at school, I'll take it to one of the teachers.
1245. If you haven't taken those photos, I wouldn't have remembered our holiday.
1246. If there hadn't been a doctor on the train, the man would die.
1247. If his wife hadn't been rich, he doesn't marry her.
1248. Unless she makes that phone call, she wouldn't have known about his illness.
1249. Unless he arrives early, he will have missed the lecture.
1250. If he were a lawyer, he helps me.
1251. Had he seen the signal, he wouldn't make that accident.
1252. We are proud of he won the prize.
1253. Abu Simbel is the sign of two temples
1254. The temples were curved into a cliff.
1255. The thieves attached the old woman and robbed her
1256. My father died at the ago of 66.
1257. I can't hear you , please rise your voice.
1258. I am sure he might be  an engineer.
1259. He must has had an accident
1260. He has a lot of money , he can't be rich.
1261. The telephone rang , but I didn't hear it , I cant have been asleep.
1262. It is possible , he must have taken the book.
1263. I am sure , he must been intelligent
1264. They’ve started work on it yet.
1265. They used a massive drill machine called Nefertiti
1266. The Metro is the only underground railway system in Africa or Middle East.
1267. We are proud in our president.
1268. Diamond is many more expensive than silver.
1269. The Palestinians dug funnels to Gaza Stripe.
1270. The artist curved. the sculpture from a massive piece of stone.
1271. Mountain a large structure that is built to remind us of an important event
1272. The tunnel is about eight metres in circle.
1273. The status of the pharaoh is a famous ancient monument.
1274. What about go shopping this afternoon?
1275. The Nile is the longest river I have never seen.
1276. I'm not sure how well did in the test at school today, .
1277. You can't have been very thirsty. There's no orange juice left in the bottle .

1278. Diana may have been ill .He went to school and played the match..
1279. He must be married. He is three years old.
1280. You shouldn't smoke .It is not allowed.
1281. Mona may be rich she has three cars and a villa in marina.
1282. He started making experiments on himself.
1283. The boy took the right medicine , so he died.
1284. He wrote his biography before he died.
1285. He was do research into human nature.
1286. I always complain about my father about my room.
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1287. He wanted to improve that he is a great scientist.
1288. He went to prison as he composed a crime.
1289. My colleges in the company gave a party for me when I retired.
1290. I asked him what was he doing.
1291. She asked  me weather I had watched the DVD.
1292. He told that it was a busy day.
1293. He says that he was taking his brother to the airport.
1294. He said ," Where do you go to school? " – by bus.
1295. She said just now that he had watched TV.
1296. Mona asked me why did I came late?
1297. He was more interested on literature.
1298. Chinese use the recuperation to treat bones pains.
1299. I read an article on tourism.
1300. She's going meet her sister in town.
1301. I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.
1302. How many time do I need to drive to the city centre?
1303. Oil and gas are find under the ground.
1304. Water is the solid form of ice .
1305. Ra'fat EI-Hagan and Gamma's EI-Shaw wan were very famous Egyptian kings.
1306. Hala asked that she would visit Aswan the next day.
1307. Ghada told me that she is playing chess then.
1308. The officer ordered his men if shoot fire on the enemy.
1309. Heba wondered if Ghada has done her homework the day before.
1310. Solar eclipse occurs to the moon..
1311. Tanta lies in the southern of Mansoura.
1312. Scientists are not sure what made  volcanoes to erupt.
1313. Greece and Spain are in north. Europe.
1314. An eclipse of the sun is a strange natural phenomenal .
1315. The Earth is the source of all energy.
1316. If I felt tired, I usually go to bed early.
1317. If I found any money at school, I'll take it to one of the teachers.
1318. If you haven't taken those photos, I wouldn't have remembered our holiday.
1319. I'll tell you if I saw anything unusual.
1320. If there hadn't been a doctor on the train, the man would die.
1321. If his wife hadn't been rich, he doesn't marry her.
1322. Unless she makes that phone call, she wouldn't have known about his illness.
1323. Unless he arrives early, he will have missed the lecture.
1324. If he were a lawyer, he helps me.
1325. Had he seen the signal, he wouldn't make that accident.
1326. In many countries, children take the right to go to school until the age of 16.
1327. Electricity is produced in energy stations. .'
1328. Achieve is to fail to do something you wanted to do
1329. A huge number of water came down the river and flooded the city.
1330. A result is something that happens and leads to something else.
1331. A theory is an explanation for something which has been proved to be true.
1332. Ageing is the natural recess of getting old.
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1333. As most people, he thought that plants get their food from soil.
1334. Diabetes is a disease in which there is too much water in the blood.
1335. Do you come here regularity? –No, I've only been here once before.
1336. During this operation, oxygen and sugar are produced.
1337. Gradually means quickly, over a short time.
1338. He paid regular numbers of money to a charity.
1339. He planted a small tree in a put.
1340. He proved the old wallpaper and filled the holes in the walls.
1341. He would like to be able to playing the piano.
1342. John has earned a lot of weight recently.
1343. Plants can change the energy from the sun into chemistry energy.
1344. Scientists test their results by doing experiments.
1345. The child hid behind the tree and thought he was visible but we saw his head.
1346. The company holds burglar meetings with employees.
1347. The scientist decided to test the theory with experiences.
1348. These trees grow well in a sandy cell.
1349. Using a telescope, Galileo discovered stars that were indivisible to the naked eye.
1350. We visit our grandparents gradually, we see them every Friday.
1351. I wish I am in Alexandria now.
1352. I wish I didn't lent her my dictionary. She's taken it home with her.
1353. I wish I don't listen to him. He only wasted my time.
1354. I wish I had yesterday off. I'd have gone swimming.
1355. I wish I have time to watch TV, but I am so busy.
1356. I wish I went to the movie with you last night.
1357. I wish shops here deliver. You have to go and get everything by yourself.
1358. I wish the school holidays are longer.
1359. Leila wishes she can read faster.
1360. My dad wishes he has a bigger car, but he doesn’t.
1361. She wishes she have more time, but she is too busy.
1362. I hope I had been there yesterday.
1363. Scientists make experiments at labs.
1364. Space scientists try to make nuclear power safer and cleaner.
1365. Visible is impossible to be seen.
1366. We wish we had got up earlier; we will have caught the train.
1367. His last novel was established two years before his death.
1368. They were sent to prison with life.
1369. She started to learning cooking a week ago.
1370. After his parents' death he was bred up by his uncle.
1371. He is going to re-word the people who have helped him.
1372. He caused her of stealing his money.
1373. I couldn't realize him because he was in disguise.
1374. The shooting was in avenge for art attack by the opponents.
1375. The criminal is arrested for his wedding pay.
1376. Alexandre Dumas was interested in writing adventurous stories.
1377. I object at marrying that girl . She's morally bad.
1378. Don't be envy of your best friends .
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1379. I got engaged to Mona . She is my fiancé
1380. Some of Edmond's accusation were his best friends .
1381.  After having the buried treasure, he became a healthy man.
1382. He looked at the old man with no sign of recognise
1383. Some people are survivors of their courage. They may be wounded.
1384. She is in the envious situation of being able to choose her university .
1385. Edmond escaped from prison and found Faria's visible treasure .
1386.  He has done harm to his country. He is charitable.
1387. Do you regard telling him the secret?
1388. Edmond could escape on prison.
1389. He began his avenge on people who were envious of him
1390. Edmond was the ship's pilot, so he spent most of his time at sea.
1391. Poor people suffer from political problems .
1392. Edmond rescued valentine from her kind family .
1393. Edmond calls himself the lord of Monte Cristo
1394. The children were severely rewarded for telling lies.
1395. After had read the instructions, I was able to use the machine.
1396. After his father had died, the mother doesn't send her son to school.
1397. After planting the tree, I had watered it.
1398. Ali went out after locked his bike.
1399. As soon as he received the phone call, he has gone to the airport.
1400. As soon as I see him, I told him the good news.
1401. Before he went back to America, he has been living with us.
1402. Before he Writes the count of Monte Cristo, he had become famous as a playwright.
1403. Before he wrote his novels, he has written plays.
1404. By the time Ahmed was 20, his father has spent all his money.
1405. By the time the students wrote a report on the experiment, they have done it .
1406. Dalia sounded unhappy when I phoned her. Perhaps she has been watching a bad film.
1407. Does he learn how to read before he was five?
1408. Dumas checked what his assistants have written.
1409. Hardly have I left the house when it started to rain.
1410. Hassan sounded very angry when I spoke to him this morning. Perhaps he loses his job.
1411. Having eating all the salads, the waiter brought the meal.
1412. Having taking the photos, he developed them.
1413. He didn't know the truth until he reads the newspaper.
1414. He finds works as a secretary to someone who had been a friend of his father's.
1415. He started writing in his mid twenties. By then, he travels all over the world.
1416. His father probably died young because he has spent time in prison.
1417. I am watching a good film last night.
1418. I gave the book to a friend when I have read it .
1419. I have been trying to reach him several times by phone before he came to visit me .
1420. I have locked the doors before I went to bed.
1421. I was terribly afraid because I have never flown before.
1422. I won't park my car until I had found a place.
1423. It was only after she had put the children to bed that she watched TV.
1424. Leila looked very happy when I saw her at the weekend. Perhaps she has won a prize.
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1425. My headache disappeared after I have taken an aspirin.
1426. My mobile didn't work until I have charged it.
1427. No sooner had my brother joined the army when he had his hair cut.
1428. No sooner he had left the building than it collapsed.
1429. Our team has scored three goals by the time we got to the match.
1430. Samira doesn't go to the Cinema because she had already seen the film
1431. She seemed to be very happy. Perhaps she is receiving some good news.
1432. She was singing for years before she finally became a star.
1433. She went shopping after finished the housework.
1434. The child was so exhausted because he has been playing all day.
1435. The man Dumas works for in Paris had known his father.
1436. The player didn't go on a diet before the team doctor had ordered him to do so.
1437. The professor didn't start speaking when everyone had been quiet.
1438. The thief escaped after he has been caught.
1439. They discovered that Dumas has been employing other people to write for him.
1440. They had sailed for a month before they reached a port .
1441. They wish they can speak French.
1442. We don It hand the forms in until we had completed them.
1443. When I saw him, he hasn't finished his work yet.
1444. Last year, I spent a month in France. I dreamt of going there since I was a child.
1445. My father retired last week. He worked for the same company all his life.
1446. Are you clever at making for good stories?
1447. Being individual, folk music was not quoted by music from other areas.
1448. Bring in mind that there'll be a big meal later .
1449. Different areas of Egypt use different musical equipment.
1450. Farmers expect that there will be a great hatred this year.
1451. His style of writing has evoked gradually over the past twenty years.
1452. Historic events should always be commemorated.
1453. How is this place different of the other?
1454. I usually visit my relationships on feast days.
1455. It is your responsible to run the factory during the manager's illness.
1456. Large numbers of firetraps are often let off in a fireworks display.
1457. Mass media have made it impossible for anyone to listen to music.
1458. Musical tools are different in different areas.
1459. On religious occasions, a lot of money is given up to the poor.
1460. People clapped and cheered as the process passed by.
1461. People usually celebrate Sham EI-Nessim in the dry air.
1462. Revolve is to develop or make something develop gradually.
1463. Salary scales very from one country-to another.
1464. Emad is a big van of Al Ahly football team.
1465. Soha's marriage wedding festival was fantastic.
1466.  The boys are playing in the bark .
1467. The method of Sayed Darwish was adopted by many musician.
1468. The Oud is rare in the folk music of Cairo. Most people like it.
1469. The soldier's wear is clearly different from others. It's distinction.
1470. They traveled to London for a certain propose.
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1471. This shirt can be bought in variety sizes.
1472. We should benefit from the accidents of the past.
1473. What is your current financial composition?
1474. Yesterday a relative of mine met his end and I attended his
1475. Young children shouldn't use fire brigades. They are dangerous.
1476. Young people are fond of listening for loud music.
1477. Ahmed dislikes to sleep during the day.
1478. Ali is planning spending all weekend revising for next week's maths test.
1479. Ali regrets to missing the chance of getting a prize.
1480. Do you expect finish your work early today?
1481. Don’t try open that gate. It’s no use.
1482. Don't worry. I remember to lock the office.
1483. Everyone agreed of meeting at the airport.
1484. He hopes winning prize for his school work.
1485. Heba likes to walk not riding.
1486. I don't mind to borrow money but I did like peter's doing it .
1487. I don't want going out this evening.
1488. I enjoy to swim in the ocean.
1489. I look forward to receive your reply .
1490. I regret to go to the cinema. It was not a very good film. .
1491. I regretted not attend the conference yesterday.
1492. I remember switch off the lights when I went on holiday a week ago.
1493. I stopped to watching TV for being harmful to my eyes.
1494. I tried running after the dog, but I was too slow.
1495. I usually avoid walk in the dark.
1496. I was forced to delay travel to London.
1497. I’d like listening to some music.
1498. I’d like very much to meeting the President.
1499. I'd like going and see this new film.
1500. I'm considering to change my old car.
1501. It was not easy to him to find a good job.
1502. Leila promised phoned her mother as soon as she got to school.
1503. Mona offered helping her mother prepare lunch.
1504. My father promised to lending me his car.
1505. My friend is always busy does his job.
1506. My friend suggested went for a picnic on the beach.
1507. Nada's parents are very easy-going. They let her to do what she wants.
1508. Omar forgot doing his homework, so he felt sorry.
1509. Remember switched off the lights when you go out, please.
1510. She doesn't feel like to work on the computer.
1511. She helped me doing the cooking.
1512. She managed solved the problem.
1513. She offered taking me to the station in her car.
1514. She refused lending me her dictionary.
1515. She wanted her son turn down his music.
1516. The doctor suggested to have a week off.
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1517. The driver avoided to hit the motorbike.
1518. The driver stopped to buying some cigarettes.
1519. Their teacher agreed helping them find an English pen friend.
1520. This stereo is not good value for money. You’d better not to buy it.
1521. We are looking forward to go out at the weekend.
1522. We've arranged picking my brother up from the airport..
1523. We've just finished to watch a TV programme about Egyptian history.
1524. When did you decide studying biology at university?
1525. A procession is a line of people moving slowly as a part of a war.
1526. He agreed helping them.
1527. He denied steal the money.
1528. A voyage is a journey in plane.
1529. Amy did many other long-distance flights.
1530. Antibiotics are only deductive if you finish the whole course of treatment.
1531. Applicants must have a degrade in Engineering.
1532. Children need lots of disappointment when they're learning new things.
1533. Don’t interfere in this matter. It is a personnel affair.
1534. Dr Aisha died in the age of 85 years.
1535. Dr Aisha was rewarded her PhD in 1951.
1536. Effect teaching has a positive role in the educational process.
1537. Finally he got' a driving degree.
1538. Have you got the qualifies needed for the job?
1539. He borrowed his father's car to depress his friends.
1540. He is better known for a lot of people.
1541. He joined the university crew as a research assistant.
1542. He lost the record by two minutes.
1543. He made many other long-distances flights in many countries.
1544. He produced new ideas into school.
1545. He smashed the record in swimming in 1980.
1546. He spent most of time do his work.
1547. He was arrested for driving without a degree.
1548. He was disappointed when he lost the record in swimming.
1549. He was rewarded a degree in literature.
1550. He works as a researcher assistant at Cairo University.
1551. Her father discouraged her to go to school.
1552. Her work had taken in much of her personal life.
1553. His behaviour towards us was impression. We all admired it.
1554. I broke the vase during an armament with my wife.
1555. I tried taking tablets for the headache but they didn't have any affection.
1556. I'd prefer not to talk about that. It's something very personally.
1557. Many people have trouble sleeping after a long bright.
1558. My older brother has a grade in maths from Cairo University.
1559. My parents have always discouraged me to work hard at school.
1560. Noha was applied as a nurse in a hospital.
1561. Nursery is a job of looking after people who are ill.
1562. Nurses have an important rule in looking after patients in a hospital.
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1563. Optimistic people always think positive.
1564. Parents play an important reel in their child's learning.
1565. She became interested at flying.
1566. She did sure there was wrong in the sewing machine.
1567. She spent holidays visit European museums and universities.
1568. She spent most of her personality life in the countryside,
1569. She took full arsenal responsibility for all the arrangements.
1570. She was popular for the British people.
1571. She was rewarded the Nobel Prize in 1908 in physics.
1572. Some films are not suit for young children.
1573. The abductor reported that 20% of school children were unable to read or write.
1574. The first solar flight across the Atlantic took place many years ago.
1575. The fly from London to Cairo takes a long time.
1576. The house is not really syllable for a large family.
1577. The minister’s speech was impressed.
1578. The rural environment was having a possessive effect on the children's health.
1579. Who will be in change of the department when Sophie retires?
1580. You need a permit to drive a car.
1581. A kitchen is a room in where we cook our food.
1582. Alexandria, when my mother was born, is in northern Egypt.
1583. Cleopatra, whom was very beautiful, was the last pharaoh of Egypt.
1584. Dr Aisha, who father was an important man, was born in Damietta in 1913.
1585. He didn't want to lend me the money that made me very angry.
1586. He said something very cruel, for that I think he should apologize.
1587. He showed me round the town, who was very kind of him.
1588. I have been reading about famous women, that I have found very interesting.
1589. I love the girl who eyes are green.
1590. I told him all what I know about the solar system.
1591. I visited Ahmad which is my friend.
1592. I've just read a newspaper article in that the life of a famous man is described in detail.
1593. March is the third month of the year which spring begins.
1594. My brother went to Alexandria University, which he studied architecture.
1595. My sister went to London University, what she studied history.
1596. 1837 was the year where Victoria became queen of Britain.
1597. She asked me where I had been, to that I replied, "It's a secret".
1598. The flat, that my father bought , over looks the tower.
1599. The man which car was stolen asked me for help.
1600. This is the best student who I have ever seen.
1601. This is the football team that members have won gold medals.
1602. This is the school which I work.
1603. I'm going to a meeting at when we are going to discuss women's role in society.
1604. We have a garden where we plant some flowers in.
1605. Where are the new CDs you bought them yesterday.
1606. Woman's Day, that marks an important event in 1919, is on March 16.
1607. Diet has a very important pole in the prevention of disease.
1608. I discussed it with my brother, that is a lawyer.
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1609. The house, where was completed in 1856, was famous for its huge marble staircase.
1610. The treatment will continue until the patient reaches the point what he can walk safely.
1611. The view from the window is very depressive. I like it so much.
1612. You need a university debris for most of these jobs.
1613. A gardener looks for his garden.
1614. After graduating, he became a journalism.
1615. After years of disagreement, I got up very well with my wife.
1616. Conventional thinking and behaving in a different way from other people
1617. Don't do decisions without thinking.
1618. Don't pull people who are weaker or smaller than you.
1619. Egypt is regretted as the gift of the Nile.
1620. Funeral is a ceremony for someone who has just got married.
1621. Graham's books were popular to ordinary people.
1622. He has just died. The wedding will be held tomorrow.
1623. He has very unusual stories to speak.
1624. He is a retired bank manager and lives a confessional life.
1625. He is famous. He is a TV personal.
1626. He is not single. He is unmarried with two children.
1627. He was surprised by her sudden advertisement that she was going to resign.
1628. He was surprising by what he what he saw.
1629. He wrote a travel book about his experiments.
1630. Henry looks to life in a different way.
1631. I can think of so many things I'll really mess when I leave.
1632. I couldn't persist him to go travelling with me.
1633. I don't know where you go to. Tell me about your destiny.
1634. I finally managed to precede my parents to let me go out with my friends.
1635. I get boring if I have nothing to do.
1636. I love working abroad and meeting people from different culprits.
1637. I sympathize with older people in their seventeen.
1638. I was surprised by the sudden advertisement of his death.
1639. It is the conventional to shake hands whenever you meet.
1640. Lead to is to make something to happen
1641. Lifestyle is the way that someone dresses
1642. Meeting that famous man had a strong difference on her life and personality.
1643. Most of his novels were done into films.
1644. My cousin believes in spontaneous He never plans what to do.
1645. My cousin works on the National Bank.
1646. My daughter is interested on studying law.
1647. Our holiday to Australia was a great adventures
1648. She is always superstitious and seems to make decisions without thinking.
1649. She prefers traditional convention architecture.
1650. Some people have lived an adventure life.
1651. Someone who tells stories is called a poet.
1652. Spontaneous means that something is done because you planned to do it
1653. The village people tried very hard to maintain their traditional lifespan.
1654.  There is no odious solution to the problem of environmental pollution.
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1655. There were a lot of interested people on the tour.
1656. Though they have different personalities, they put on very well.
1657. Travel and experiments of other cultures can change people.
1658. While you are away, I lose you very much.
1659. Why are you so pessimistic? You should take at life in a different way.
1660. After finished his homework, he watched TV.
1661. After he losing his job, Ali worked for a children's charity.
1662. After played football, the boys had a shower.
1663. Ali as well as his friends are going to the concert
1664.  Although hard he studies, he doesn't get good marks.
1665. Although moving to the healthy air of Switzerland, he died in 1991.
1666. Because the traffic jam, I arrived at the office late.
1667. Before gone to bed, Ali did his science homework.
1668. Clever however he is, he failed the test.
1669. Despite we ran as fast as we could, we missed the bus.
1670. Despite we're good friends, we don't meet very often.
1671. Due to the children are staying at their grandmother's, let's go out for the evening.
1672. Hard though she tried, she couldn't open the bottle.
1673. Having watching the movie, he went to bed.
1674. He didn’t attend the meeting because of he was ill.
1675. He had to apologize owing to he made a shameful mistake.
1676. He missed the bus as he was late for work.
1677. However the box was heavy, he could carry it.
1678. However you say, I won't believe you.
1679. I had to take a taxi although it was raining heavily.
1680. I invited sue although she did not come.
1681. I like most school subjects because I don't like physics.
1682. I not only enjoyed my job but else it's very well paid.
1683. I'd like to work as a research scientist before I graduate.
1684. In addition to he wrote the letter, he saw the film.
1685. In spite going on a diet, she put on five kilos.
1686. It's my mother's birthday soon, because I want to buy her a present.
1687. John's flat was on fire, so he didn't panic.
1688. Last week, as well as we went to the club, we went to the cinema.
1689. My father was seriously ill, although he continued working.
1690. My father would have taken you to the airport, because you didn't ask him.
1691. My sister is dark, so I'm blonde.
1692. Neither Nada nor Noha know how to drive.
1693. Not only he hit the man’s car but also he called him bad names.
1694. On meet him, I told him the news.
1695. On moving to the healthy air of Switzerland, He died in 1991
1696. On they saw the road accident, the cars drove more slowly.
1697. She decided to order a salad now due to she had started her diet.
1698. She is both clever or rich.
1699. She phoned me but she wanted to know what time I was leaving home.
1700. She walked home by herself, because she knew that it was dangerous.
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1701. She's quite shy, so she wants to be an actress.
1702. Swift was a politician as well as a churchman.
1703. There were no accidents though the dangerous roads.
1704. They didn't play the match through of the bad weather.
1705. They enjoy living together although they have many common interests.
1706. They told him he was sure to pass the test, so he didn't believe them.
1707. Unless Peter doesn’t improve his work, he’ll fail the exam.
1708. We couldn't buy the newspaper despite the shop was closed.
1709. We couldn't buy the newspaper, so the shop was closed.
1710. When answered the phone, I heard a small child.
1711. While flying into Cairo, the Pyramids of Giza greeted me..
1712. While I was being young, I played football.
1713. A rubber is a round piece of wood or metal that can be rolled.
1714. Almost of today's newspapers and magazines are made from recycled paper.
1715. An article is a large book that contains facts about many subjects.
1716. Before you can cook these beans, you have to bleach them for three hours.
1717. Bleach is to make something white by using fertilizers.
1718. Computers can consist huge amounts of information.
1719.  During the operation of making paper, wood is bleached.
1720. Encyclopedias are small enough to carry in your pocket.
1721. Every year, million of trees are cut down to make new paper.
1722. For hundreds of years, an enormous quality of paper has been used to produce book.
1723. He didn't show any enthusiastic for any sport of any kind.
1724. His first book was punished in 2002 and was ready for sale two weeks later.
1725. His recuperation will depend greatly on the available of this kind of medicine.
1726. I have wonderful connections of stamps in my album.
1727. In the near future, we will get all our information from the interrupt.
1728. It's possible to read offline newspapers on the internet.
1729. It's thought that pressing books will become part of history because of the internet..
1730. Locks are cut from trees and are broken into pieces to be used in making paper.
1731. Modem equipment and machines have produced the workforce in factories to 50%.
1732. Most of today's newspapers and magazines are made from recycling paper.
1733. My cousin is a football enthusiastic. He never misses a match.
1734. My mother has a special budget for cutting vegetables.
1735. No one knows exactly when paper was discovered. .
1736. One advantage of a CD-Rom is that it can catch a lot of information.
1737. Paper was very expensive because it was made of cotton.
1738. People think that traditional books will be placed bye-books.
1739. She blackened the clothes to make them white.
1740.  She bought a little garment for squeezing oranges.
1741.  Boots have been used to educate people and for enjoyment.
1742. Some people believe that CD-ROMs will replace laboratories.
1743. Some people predict that printing will become part of geography in the future.
1744. The Ancient Egyptians used paper to write and draw on.
1745. The Arabs taught how to make paper from the Chinese.
1746. The discovery of paper has changed the world greatly.
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1747. The first paper was made by Chinese two thousand years ago.
1748. The government should introduce the price of meat to enable the poor to
1749. The leaves of the grass were sacked in water.
1750. The type of tree giving us the better wood for making paper grows very quickly.
1751. This book is hardback so you can easily carry and read it at any time.
1752. This information can be viewed on scorn or printed out.
1753. To get coffee, put your money in the machine and dress the green button.
1754. To make paper of wood, logs are broken into small pieces.
1755. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be replaced.
1756. Water is removed from the mixture, which then passes through hot rulers.
1757. We can bum pages of an e-book reader by pressing buttons or touching the screen.
1758. We can recycle paper and glass; they are recycling materials.
1759. When I went to buy a famous book; it wasn't availability.
1760. You can press white shirts to keep them looking clean.
1761. You upload them from the internet onto an e-book reader.
1762. A new city will be built outside Cairo by 2020.
1763. Ahmed will have been completed his studies by the end the year.
1764. Ali hopes he will travelled all over the world by the time he's thirty.
1765. By 2045 Electric car will exchange petrol ones.
1766. By the time the firemen arrive, the fire destroys the building.
1767. By the time you get back, I will had tidied it up.
1768. Come early to work or you'll dismiss.
1769. Cutting on trees damages the environment.
1770. Do you think you will be passed your exams? - I hope I will.
1771. Hundreds of towns will be built by 20100.
1772. I expect solar heating will have been used in homes on a large scale.
1773. I think Huda will have gone home soon.
1774. I will have been finished this mission by eleven o'clock tomorrow.
1775. In a months time, the problem of water will be settled.
1776. In the future, more electricity will generate from wind power.
1777. In the near future, most of our shopping will have done on the internet.
1778. More cities will build in the desert by the year 2020.
1779. More money will spent on education.
1780. More of the music we listen to will be downloading from the internet.
1781. Most farmers dry the seeds of plants on the sun. .
1782. Music will be downloading easily and quickly.
1783. My brother is enthusiastic for travelling abroad.
1784. My sister's wedding dress will buy tomorrow.
1785. Perhaps we'll have seen Mona at school at the party tomorrow.
1786. Peter was going to buy a bookcase, but in the end he made one itself.
1787. Petrol cars will have been replace by electric cars by 2050.
1788. Planting more trees is good to the environment.
1789. Prices have increased with 10% last month.
1790. Sarah will finish decorating the Christmas tree by midnight.
1791. She got someone cleaned the house.
1792. The building will complete by next year.
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1793. The conference will be hold at 9 o'clock.
1794. The contract will have checked before signing it.
1795. The letter will have typed by the secretary before 5 pm.
1796. The number of car accidents will cut by the new road.
1797. The price of phone calls will be reducing by 50%.
1798. They will be published fewer traditional newspapers.
1799. They will have finishing their meeting by four o'clock this afternoon.
1800. This painting is going to exhibit at the art gallery.
1801. Traditional books will never replaced completely.
1802. We haven't had the roof repairing yet.
1803.  We will do a decision concerning opening the new factory by Friday.
1804. You'll be received an e-mail giving full details next Monday.
1805. He looked at her with a literature of admiration and curiosity.
1806. He sought a piece of cotton in water and used it to clean the wound.
1807. A CV is usually the first contract between employers and applicants.
1808. After a year in France, she was affluent in French.
1809. Ahmed hasn't been fully trained yet. He is still a trainer.
1810. During his carefree, he wrote more than fifty plays.
1811. Employers look at both hard skill and personal skills.
1812. He got the highest mark in finance module.
1813. He has earned a lot of useful experience.
1814. He has much experiment in using micro soft office.
1815. I have travelled all over Europe. My ambitious is to visit the Far East.
1816. I would prefer to work as a customer service agency for a big company.
1817. It doesn't matter for me whether the new born is a boy or a girl.
1818. It is important for sick people to have excess to the latest drugs available.
1819. I've been working as a sales presenter in my uncle's pharmacy .
1820. MSC is the highest university degree one can get.
1821. My uncle's company is an establishing one with a very good reputation.
1822. On applying for a job, you have to state your interested and hobbies.
1823. Reham gives her work a lot of care and attention. She is a conscious worker.
1824. Social people enjoy meeting and talking to other people.
1825. The meetings of the leaders have projected good relations between the two countries.
1826. The pilot of the ship drowned during a storm.
1827. This company has a good repulsion in the medical profession .
1828. What qualities which do you a good leader?
1829. Why are you applying to a new job?
1830. Ahmed told me he is writing his autobiography then,
1831. Can you tell me what is your code number?
1832. Could you tell me if that train will stop at Leeds?
1833. Hassan told me that he was given promotion the week before.
1834. He asked me how many children I have .
1835. I wanted to know what you are doing then.
1836. My grandson wanted to know when I needed money or not.
1837. Peter asked me that he had hired a clown to entertain all his kids.
1838. She asked him if he has worked hard enough.
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1839. She told him he has caused a lot of pain to her family.
1840. She told him that she'll phone him at 6 o'clock that night.
1841. The doctor told me he was afraid we will have to do more tests.
1842. The manager asked me what salary I will hope to receive.
1843. The park attendant told us do not walk on the grass.
1844. The teacher asked us that a lot of English words are borrowed from other languages.
1845. They begged the teacher not to give us any homework.
1846. I asked her where did she go for her holiday the previous summer.
1847. No one would be enough foolish to lend him the money.
1848. They read about his attachments in the press, and were filled with pride.
1849. After he had been beaten by the scorpion, he was taken to the local doctor.
1850. Ali's argument was preservative, but the managers still turned down his proposal.
1851. Being needy does not always solve people's problems.
1852. Doctors are trying out a new tournament for depression.
1853. Famous writers always win the Nobel Prize of literature.
1854. He made a sponging attack on government policy.
1855. He went driving and found an enormous pearl.
1856. He worked as a war correspondence for a New York newspaper.
1857. I bought my wife a valuable pebble necklace.
1858. I've been corrupting with several experts in the field.
1859. Journalists sometimes introduce into people's private lives.
1860. Kino's son is swallowed by a scorpion.
1861.  Kino's wife tries to pretend him to throw it away.
1862. My father works as a civic servant.
1863. My friend is a very special person. He hates publicity.
1864. My little son was attracted by a mad dog.
1865.  Poor people suffered greatly during the great percussion of the 1930s.
1866. Rubbish should never be thrown on the sea.
1867. Some people seek publicly, others do not.
1868. The doctor refused to heal the sick boy for being poor.
1869. The last novel Steinbeck wrote won an influence prize.
1870. The man was killed with mistake not deliberately.
1871. Thieves planned to rob the pearl.
1872. This is hardly persuasion evidence. I don't believe it.
1873. What's the best measurement for a headache?
1874. It's impossible to teach him swimming as he's afraid of the water.
1875. I've warned you not going near the water before.
1876. My parents encouraged me doing better.
1877. Remind me phoned you tomorrow evening.
1878. The police require any members of the public to coming forward.
1879. You aren't allowed keeping. pets in the building.
1880. I strongly advise you to seeing a doctor as soon as possible.
1881. He agreed on helping me with my homework.
1882. He complained with hotel manager about the food he had for breakfast.
1883. He lowered his voice with the aim of she couldn't hear him.
1884. He reminded me with buying a newspaper for him.
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1885. He suggested that she applies for the job.
1886. He went out to the Far East in order to he could set up his own import-export business.
1887. Her parents wanted her gone to a good university.
1888. Holidays in Egypt are popular for all kinds of tourists.
1889. I'd encourage everyone from working for a charity.
1890. I've lost one of my school books. Can you help me look at it?
1891. My brother isn't very good for playing basketball.
1892. My elder brother decided for traveling abroad.
1893. Salem encouraged his brother working harder.
1894. She was ashamed about herself when she made a mistake.
1895. So that to be a doctor, you have to study for six years.
1896. Teachers often forbid their students to work harder.
1897. The main cause for global warming is the pollution from factories.
1898. There was a remarkably improvement in the economy.
1899. They went dismissing while they were searching for the treasure.
1900. We must find an answer for the problem of climate change.
1901. We should protect the environment with pollution.
1902. When I was younger, I always wanted my mother read me stories.
1903. You are recommended not to travelling by tube.
1904. He was charged of murdering his neighbour.
1905. Some diamond marchers live in our neighbourhood.
1906. The torment has already cured him.
1907. They persuaded him signed the papers.
1908. They wanted to send their son to school and give him a better alive.
1909. We expected them not came back.
1910. Ahmed beats much money every month out of his job.
1911. Because he is clever, he gets promote very quickly.
1912. Do you have anything solar to this material but cheaper?
1913. Good programs like this one get kids involved in worthless activities.
1914. Hady is well qualification for this job.
1915. He is the head of the English apartment at Cairo University.
1916. He used a small metal objective to open the door.
1917. Hend has made of her mind about the best way to bring up young children.
1918. His child behaves in a very nature way.
1919. If I'm not prevented within the next two years, I'm going to change jobs.
1920. In the hot weather the fruit mattered quickly.
1921. I've attended an idealism marriage with my family.
1922. Mr. Ahmed will attend the meeting instead for the headmaster.
1923. President Sadat was rewarded the Noble prize for peace.
1924. She decided leaving her baby at home.
1925. She is making a university course.
1926. She was offered empowerment in the sales office.
1927. Someone that pays people to work for them is employee.
1928. The company needs an employer to work as an accountant.
1929. The company provides courses for its employments.
1930. The team has worked hard and their efforts have been awarded with success.
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1931. Universities provide the country with high qualified young people.
1932. What makes you think that you are liquefied for this job?
1933. Who is the new Minister of financial?
1934. He works in the finance compartment of a large company.
1935. I must go on the school trip. I haven't decided yet.
1936. To get a production, you must improve your computer skills.
1937. Do you mind if I borrowing your dictionary?
1938. Does she got to send the e-mail today?
1939. He could take a taxi, but he preferred to walk home yesterday.
1940. He doesn't have to come, it wasn't necessary.
1941. He said I should to try a different kind of job.
1942. I don't has to go to school today. It's Saturday.
1943. I might wash my hands before eating. It's very important.
1944. I needn't buy this furniture yesterday. It was really unnecessary.
1945. I needn't pay the telephone bill last year. My brother was here then and he paid it.
1946. I wonder if you may do the shopping for me.
1947. I'll needn't to go in a few minutes. I don't want to miss my plane.
1948. I'm afraid I can help you. I don't live here.
1949. It isn't allowed to park here , so you must park.
1950. It was snowing heavily. The roads were slippery. At last we encouraged to reach home.
1951. Mona is able to making dresses.
1952. Nada's mobile was stolen last night, so she can't use it to call home.
1953. He was locked out of the house,but luckily he is able to get in through an open window.
1954. Perhaps Tom is tired. He must be tired.
1955. She could have buy a mobile.
1956. She must take a taxi yesterday as it was raining heavily.
1957. She was capable of send me the e-mail
1958. Should you have to clean the house yourself? – No, someone did it for me.
1959. Should you play the piano? - Yes, of course.
1960.  We may use plastic cups, so we don't have to wash anything. That's a good idea.
1961. We needn't to cook tonight. Take away is better.
1962. What are you doing here? Need you be at college?
1963. You aren't allow to throw litter in the park.
1964. You be to finish this work before 10 o'clock, or you'll be fired.
1965. You can make so much noise. We'll be asked to leave if you don't stop it.
1966. You can't be tired after all your hard work.
1967. You can't borrow my car on Saturday if you like.
1968. You can't leave now. You may finish this work first.
1969. You have to clean the kitchen today. I'll do it in a few hours.
1970. You have to do your homework today. You can do it tomorrow.
1971. You have to take any more pills. You are quite well now.
1972. You may walk to work. I'll give you a lift.
1973. You must begin with light exercises to warm up.
1974. You must bring your mobile because I've got mine with me.
1975. You mustn't ask a member of staff if you aren't sure of something.
1976. You needn't use these medicines, they are classified as drugs.
1977. You ought to watered the plants this weekend, they look dry.
1978.  My kids returned home from the beach. They were covered  by sand.
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1979. people who have headaches must be careful about what they eat.
1980. Water from under the ground is bumbed to the surface.
1981. The 40th annual of man's first landing on the moon was in July 2009.
1982. Encyclopedias can hold a lot of information and are small enough to carry
1983. I decided to travel to luxor with my friends, we would meet at the airport at 6 in the morning.
1984. Our club occasionally win in the league.
1985. I'd my own new car for three months now.
1986.  She is used to study at night since she was young.
1987. I wish I can attend your party tomorrow. (could)
1988. A situation of disagreement or fighting between two people or groups means delibration.
1989. My personality is the same as hers, but we are alike.
1990. Egypt thought to achieve more progress in the near future.
1991. I wish I didn't let my child go out alone, he lost his way.
1992. Sorry, your car won't be repaired by next week.
1993. I really reject to people using mobile phone in the library.
1994. She owed some money from Ali.
1995. If you hit them hard , drums do a very loud noise.
1996. Students need encourage from teachers.
1997. Some people regard playing computer games like a waste of time.
1998.  The plane will take off at 6 a.m.
1999. The police is looking for the criminal.
2000. The price will reduce when more people buy them.
2001.  Despite smoking is harmful , a lot of people can't give it up.
2002. The flat in where he lives is big.
2003. After the criminal was arrested, he was sent to prison for death.
2004. Peace knows to be constructive. 2011

2005. Splitting of cells produces nuclear power.
2006. That's the boy which dog bit me last Friday.
2007.  Manufacturers reinvent paper, rather than throw it away.
2008. There was a lake in the oil tank, so the car broke down.
2009. Eighty kilometers is along way to travel using two liters of petrol.

2010. Most girls I know like music. 2011
2011. A space job can take several years.
2012. Ten minutes are not long for you to wait for the train.
2013. Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession.
2014. He sends to prison for his crime.
2015. The winners feel ashamed when they receive medals.
2016. The more people want to do something, the cheapest it will become.

2017.  Hassan is a football enthusiastic; he plays and watches football all the time.2012
2018.  If she had more information about Hany's situation, she helped him.
2019. Greenmail is the act of forcing a person to pay money under threat.
2020. Your face looks familiar. Haven't I seen you everywhere before?
2021.  After the criminal was arrested, he was sent to prison for death.

2022. A precision moved slowly towards the king's palace. 2012
2023.  If you put a long bar of steel in water, will it sink?
2024. The job of accountants is to help people with their fiancées.
2025. Amir hopes winning a prize for his latest short stories collection.
2026.  By my 54th birthday, I will be in my current profession for over 04 years.
2027. The little boy was hiding behind a tree and thought he was visible.

2028. He wanted to know how would I feel about working in Luxor.2013
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2029. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring.
2030. At night, bright lights always illustrate the front of the palace.
2031. The doctor advised my aunt not to eat sweets because she is chronic.
2032. Despite grandfather is 72, he is still working .
2033. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be replaced to be used again.

2034.  He is fast in English. He speaks it without stopping or making mistakes. . 2013
2035. Huda is on a low-fat diet because she has lost a lot of weight.
2036. How many time does the performance last?
2037. Despite we ran fast, we missed the train.
2038. At the gate of the university, students have to show their credit cards.
2039. She phoned me but she wanted to know where we can meet.

2040. Four years are a long time to spend away from family and friends.2014
2041. Nasser Lake, one of the largest man-made lake, is approximately 310 miles in length.
2042. Nuclear power stations produce dangerous waist
2043. By 2020, eco-friendly cars run on water and sunshine.
2044. The actress who killed Cleopatra did not look right for the part.
2045. Scientists agree that it's difficult to change our humane nature

2046. We are used natural gas in our cars nowadays.2014
2047. The married team went to Italy on their honeymoon.
2048. He might have ring me early this morning.
2049. Before I entered the university, I had to show my credit card.
2050. Youth should have an effective rule in decision making.
2051. The war was lost as the bad organization of the troops.

2052.  What do you expect them to doing in this critical situation?2015
2053. Lots of people stood in the street to watch the Queen's profession.
2054. She wanted to know why had he been angry the day before.
2055. Man's invention of space was a remarkable success about fifty years ago.
2056. Shakespeare, who plays are well- known worldwide, is a great playwright.
2057. The Pyramids and the Sphinx are among the most famous trademarks in Egypt.

2058. I fixed the lake in the petrol tank.2015
2059. Economics were my best subject last year.
2060. She started making experiments by herself.
2061. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be reinvented.
2062. She asked him what he had been doing for he left school.
2063.  Amal, who father is a well-known writer, is my best friend at school.

2064.  All scientists are interested of space. 2011
2065. My brother had a good educated. He went to one of the best university
2066. Despite she is clever, Mona fell in the final exam.
2067. I went to the university to buy some medicine.
2068. Before you go to London, you should practise to speak English.
2069.  Father is a good tennis playing.

2070. Let's try to find them, did I? .2012
2071. Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching confession.
2072. He asked me if he had saw his newspaper.
2073. The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian magnet.
2074. People can waste lots of money by using the underground.
2075. I have been learning English since 12 years

2076. Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playwrite.2013
2077. My sister always enjoys to read adventure stories.
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2078. The foreigners, who stay ended, must leave our country.
2079. When Nasser died, thousands of people attended his funnel.
2080. Despite swimming is useful, I don't practise it.
2081. A civil servant is someone who works for the army

2082. Our flat, where is in the fifth floor, overlooks the Nile. 2014
2083. The unusual weather causes droughts in some places and foods in others.
2084. I wish I can read more quickly.
2085. Abu Simbel is a temple which is cared into a cliff.
2086.  Although arriving at school early, he was punished.
2087. Yehia Haqqi wrote in a new way and developed a new stick in writing.

2088. Pollution has a fatal effective on our health.2014
2089. A huge number of commutes travel to and from Paris every day.
2090.  Squash is an excited sport.
2091. How many luggage have you got?
2092. When I switched on the TV, I realized that the match already started.
2093. Samy can't be at work this morning. I didn't see him.
2094. They celebrated their twentieth wedding universally yesterday.
2095. Musicians practise play their instruments for many hours a day.
2096. Athletics were my father's favourite sport.
2097. If you can’t swallow up these pills, solve them in water.
2098. There was a thunder storm and lighting struck some trees.
2099. The streets were eliminated with coloured lights.
2100. Statistics were my favourite subject at school.Longman

2101.  Travellers to the moon feel waitless because there is no gravity in space.
2102. Coal is a renewable source of energy.
2103. Water is pump to the surface from underground lakes.
2104. Energy from the sun is unexpensive.
2105. Sunlight reaches the solar panels and is produces electricity.
2106. I want to be a law one day, so I can protect the rights of innocent people.
2107.  Archaeologists find valuable treasures during there excavations.
2108. Whose the suspect for the murder of John Doe?
2109. Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agencies.
2110. The more rain there is in a year, the more wide the tree rings are.
2111. Covers of books are usually made of sap.
2112.  Mr Nabil has just had a serious illness and he needs time to regenerate.
2113. Gada asked him the teacher was in school.
2114. He can’t have left his keys because he can’t get into the car.
2115. I have decided to leave Cairo permanent and I am not coming back.
2116.  It is impolite to walk into an office before you nock on the door.
2117. Leila Ahmed wrote a long geography about her life in a book called A Border Passage.
2118. a. If you work hard, you will achieving great results.
2119. I wish I had been kissing my mother’s hand every day before she died.
2120. My brother agreed lending me his MP4.
2121. The victime was found dead on the floor of the bank.
2122.  The Sphinx is a modern Egyptian monument.
2123. Please water the plants regular while I’m gone.
2124. Although not knowing much Chinese, she managed to communicate with the Chinese people.
2125.  In Ireland, Bob O’Brien is a very influence businessman.
2126.  My new computer has a much bigger screene.
2127.  I think most of Mum’s cake will be ate because it’s so delicious!
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2128. This is the place which I dropped my purse.
2129. Bigger boys sometimes bull the smaller boys at school.
2130. She asked me where was I living now.
2131. My sister learns languages easily and she is ideal in Spanish and French.
2132. The captain ordered his men abandon the ship.
2133. It is difficult to study and have a full-time job, but I think it is worthy.
2134. Mustafa can't spend all his life to study.
2135. The thieves hid the money in a cliff under a hill.

2136. He wanted to know how would I feel about working in Luxor. 2013 
2137. When I have nothing to do, I feel really boring.
2138. At night, bright lights always illustrate the front of the palace.
2139. The doctor advised my aunt not to eat sweets because she is chronic.
2140. Despite grandfather is 72, he is still working .
2141. Today, paper, plastic and glass can all be replaced to be used again.

2142. A criminal tries to investigate and find clues to solve crimes.2014
2143. Although the doctor's skill, he couldn't save the patient's life.
2144. Salwa wanted to know where did I buy such a nice skirt.
2145. The statue was risen 40 metres up a concrete base.
2146.  The tourist's visit to Abu Simbel Temple was really impressed.
2147. A trademark, such as a famous building, helps recognise where you are.

2148. 1- I really reject to people using mobile phone in the library.201555
2149. 2- She owed some money from Ali.
2150. 3- If you hit them hard , drums do a very loud noise.
2151. 4- Students need encourage from teachers.
2152. 5- Some people regard playing computer games like a waste of time.
2153. 6- The plane will take off at 6 a.m.
2154. 7- The police is looking for the criminal.
2155. 8- The price will reduce when more people buy them.
2156. 9- Despite smoking is harmful , a lot of people can't give it up.
2157. 10- The flat in where he lives is big.
2158. 1- You should suck this shirt in hot water to get the stain out.
2159. 2- He wanted a conversational marriage with a wife and children.
2160. 3- Once he did his homework , he will go to bed.
2161. 4- These pair of trousers is very expensive.
2162. 5- He left without say a word.
2163. Water  pass through a dam produces hydroelectric power
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